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VoL. XV.—.July, 1840.—No. 7.

Art. I. On the signification of the character jm : Jin chi

nan yen,
fi-

Communicated for the Chinese Re-

pository.

In all cultivated languages there are words of such extensive and

varied significations that it is difficult to include all their meanings

under any one definition. Lexicographers and metaphysicians have

puzzled themselves in attempts to define the word truth, and in

despair of finding any suitable and sufficiently full definition, some

have made it equivalent to being in general.* The Chinese lan-

guage also boasts a word in general use, which may vie with almost

any from other languages in the extent of its significations. The pre-

sent essay proposes to offer some remarks on its primary signification,

omitting all reference to the minor and accidental meanings, such

as nuts, the fruit of a tree, &.C., which are given in the dictionaries.

There is much unanimity in the definitions of jin sinolo-

gues. Pr6mare and the earlier Roman Catholic missionaries called

it “ caritas.” Morrison defines it “ benevolence : love to all crea-

tures
;
charity; virtue in general.” Medhurst says, “ benevolence

;

virtue; affection.” Callery gives, “ misericordia, lenitas, pietas

and the common opinion is, that it is best expressed by, benevolence.

*
It is not strange that the word truth should excite much speculation in a

world where falsehood and deceit have so often obscured it. It has been a
subject of inquiry for many centuries, for one of the questions put by Pilate

to our Savior, was, “ What is truth ?” Fanciful as it may seem, there is truth
in the quaint remark. “If Pilate asked in Latin qi//d est verilas? the answer
is found in the anagram of his question, est vir qui adest.”

12VCL. XV. NO. vn.



330 The Character Jin July,

It may be presumptuous in the writer to differ from these high autlio-

rities, vvfio were scholars in the Chinese language before he knew
aught of its first rudiments

:
yet the child may pick up a gem as he

passes through the galleries of the mine that were opened by stronger

and abler hands. And having been induced to prefer a different de-

finition, it may not be uninteresting to consider some of the grounds

on which it is based.

One of the first steps in the appreciation or communication of

knowledge consists in good definitions. What then is the meaning

of benevolence, and how far does it agree with the ideas expressed

by jin '[“> places w'liere that character occurs? By bene-

volence we understand that virtue w'hich wishes well to others. Its

object is external, for we can' hardly say, with propriety, that a man

IS benevolent to himself Lexicographers define it by such terms as,

“ The disposition to do good
;
goodwill; the love of mankind ac-

companied with a desire to promote their happiness;”* “A will or

wish for the happiness- of others. ”t “ When our love or desire of

good goes forth' to others, it is termed good will or benevolence.

Benevolence embraces all beings capable of enjoying any portion of

good, and' thus it’ becomes universal benevolence, which manifests

Itself bv being pleased’ witiv the share of good which every creature

enjoys; in a disposition' tb ihcrease it
;

in a feeling of uneasiness at

their sufferings; and in the' abhbrrence of cruelty under every dis-

guise or pretext. When these dispositions are acting powerfully

towards every being, capable of enjoyment, they are called the bene-

volent affections, and as they become in those who indulge them

operative rules of conduct, or principles of action, we speak of the

benevolent principle. ’’f
These remarks may be taken as a fair

definition of benevolence. It will be seen in the sequel that but a

part of it is applicable to jin that' it by no means exhausts the

meaning of that character, and'that the word has many ideas con-

nected with it quite distinct' fioirv that' of benevolence. Some other

word’ then must be substituted when’ we speak jin, and it is

submitted'to the consideration of those best able to judge, whether

the word humaniti/ is not the precise- word required;

As now commonly uSed' the word' humanifj/ diflhrs little from

bincvolcnce, and is often given as the synonyine of the latter, its

Wpb'ste'r

t It K- hard son

t Cug'in oii'the passions, quoted in Ilii-hardson's dictionary, wl I
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common colloquial meaning i.s not the one now intended, but its

original signification in the Latin language, from which it is derived,

and its primary signification as given by correct English lexicogra-

phers. The word humanitas (like the Greek Av^puvolrig',) signifies

human nature, human feelings, all that is necessary to distinguish

7nan from the brutes. It is generally understood in a good sense,

as when Cicero says to a friend, “ Natiira tihi dedit ut non parum

haberes humanitatis

;

and hence the “vis kunianitatis,” and the

" studium humanitatis,” of the same writer. With this agree our

modern philologists. Webster’s definition is: “1. The pecyliar

nature of man, by which he is distinguished from other beings. '2.

Mankind collectively, the human race. 3. The kind feelings, dis-

tinguished from the lower orders of animals: kindness, benevo-

lence.” In this definition benevolence appears a part of humanity.

The same definition, in substance, is given by Ricjiiardson
;

“ hu-

mane is manly, having the nature or qualities of rpan
;

feeling for

man; compassionate; benevolent. is mankind
;
the na-

ture of man; the feelings proper to or becoming man.” To the

sam epurpose speaks sir T. Elyot, as quoted by Richardson. ‘‘The
nature or condition of man, wherein he is lesse than God Almyghty,

and excellyge notvviibstandyng al other cretures in erth, is called

humanitatie, which is a generall name to those vertues in whom
semeth to be a rnutuall Concorde and love in the nature of man.”
It will be seen below how remarkably the Chinese definitions ofjin

I
,
agree with these definitions of hymanity, and with the famous

verse of Terence,

Humani nihil a me alienum puto.

In the synonymes of Crabb are some useful remarks on bene-

volence and humanity
;
“benevolence lies in the will, humanity in

the heart;” but as he uses the word in its restricted and colloquial

sense, his distinctions, which are not always accurate, are the le.ss

appropriate to our present inquiry.

The classical passages which must define the meaning of the cha-

racter in question, are the words of Coyfijcius and Mencius in the

Four Books. In the twentieth chapter of the Chung Yuno- Con-
fucius says, jin chb jin ye,

i
and .Mencius, in his

seventh section, says jin eh,^ jjn ye,
1 tli A Ik'*

* The reference in this eqsay are to tlje octavo edition of the Four Books
with the notes of Chii flits?', printed in Canton in the year 13)8, with the title

.S: .V/iti Li fkU T^ih Ch<i ^ ^ ji‘||
The aection and Chi
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These words are as express as can well be imagined, and teach that

jin
I

,
is neither more nor less than man or humanity, in the wid-

est and best sense. The same doctrine is taught by the most res-

pectable commentators, in language equally pointed and express.

Chu futsz’ on the passage in Mencius remarks, jin chi jin chi so 1

xvci jin chi h ye,
] ^ A ^ ^ A

"Jin is the principle by which man becomes a man,” i. e. by which

he is distinguished from the lower orders of creation, becoming a

man and not a beast. That jin
j

must mean humanity in the

sense above defined, and not simply benevolence is proved both po-

sitively and negatively, (as the old logicians would say,) by the two

following quotations. Chu futsz’ says, sz’ tien, 'rh nang siu shin

* hau sz’, jin chi chi
ffrl ft Pi ^ I

^5 jjj
,+ “ To serve heaven, and in waiting for death to regu-

late one’s self, is the very highest part ofjin.” This is certainly

“ the highest duty of humanity,” but what it has to do with bene-

volence is somewhat difficult of discovery. Ching fiitsz’ says, fuh

jin chi sing, tseh pxih jin chi shin ch't y6, A Sli)

1 ^ ^ ill J “To act in opposition to, and to thwart the

nature and disposition of men, (by loving what men hate, and hat-

ing what men love,) is the extreme of inhumanity,” i. e. it is utterly

contrary to jin, the nature of man.

Here it is necessary to bear in mind the fundamental principle in

Chinese ethics, that human nature is pure. The doctrine of origi-

nal sin is totally denied by their moralists, and by none more ear-

nestly than by Mencius. Once on a time the heir apparent of the

state of Tang called on the philosopher. The only remaining re-

cord of their conversation is in the oracular words, Mangtsz' tdu sing

shen, yen pih ching Ydu Shun, ^ ^ ^ ^ M
“ Mencius maintained that man’s nature is good, and in proof

quoted Ydu and <S/t?m.”|l But though this conversation is so briefly

narrated, there are others in which he maintains his doctrine at

nese page will be given in each instanc.e. It is much to be regretted that

there is no correct and portable edition ol the Four Books for reference and
quotations. Would it not be worth while to have a small edition printed on

good paper, to contain simply the text, paged, and the lines numbered for

convenient reference.^ Such a work on siied paper would make only a mo-
derate volume, and might be printed for a small cost either by blocks or by

metal type.
" Mencius, 7 ; 37, note,

t Ibid, 7 : a, note,

t Ta Hioh, p ‘il
,
note.

II
Vlenciii.s, 3:1
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length, and with some ingenuity; and it is yet the doctrine of the

Chinese moralists. The first sentence of the first book that chil-

dren learn, proclaims jin chi tsii sing pan sken, ^ ^
“At man’s birth his nature is good.”* This doctrine, and the

doctrine of human ability, or that man is able in his own strength to

return to the paths of virtue from which he wanders, run through

the whole system of morals of Confucius and Mencius. Our object

is not now to combat this doctrine, so repugnant to experience and

to the Sacred Scriptures, but to note its influence on the meaning

of the word before us.

Since human nature is thus naturally good, the word that expresses

it can have only a good meaning. We hear no such phrases among

the Chinese as, “our frail humanity,” “poor human nature,” “ hu-

mannm est errare” and others which with us are not confined to the

pulpit and the lecture room. They go much further. Western

moralists seek for the foundation of virtue in the nature of God, but

the sages of the “celestial empire” place it in the nature of man.

Whatever accords with humanity is right; and hence, as one of the

commentators informs us, Confucius, yujin i puh yxi shin, A
ifn T'

“ Spoke of man and not of the gods.”f Mencius

was not satisfied, not to speak of the gods. He taught that the people

were more important than the gods, and if the latter did not bear the

prayers and accept the sacrifices of the people, tsehpien ehishii tsih,

a] m ® fI:
“Then remove these (useless) gods of the land

and the grain, and substitute others in their place. Human na^

ture is the good ground from which grow the five kindly plants called

the, wii chang > o'" constant virtues, of which jin, or

humanity is always reckoned the first. So great however is its im-

portance that it is sometimes called the heart itself. Thus, jin jin

sin yi, ijin hi yi, f— A yU ^ A ^ (6’ “Humanity is

man’s heart, and righteousness the road in which he walks.”l| Tlifi

exprssion, “ humanity is man’s heart,” is explained by the constantly

recurring phrase, jin chi sin chi tth, ngdi chi h,
1

^ ^ “ Humanity is the virtue of the heart, and the prin-

ciple of benevolence,”§ or the other and fuller expression, yin chi pan

sin chi tsiue.n teh,
^ ^ “ Humanity is the

* San tsz' king.

t Lun Yu 4:14, note.

I Mencius, 7 : 36.

II
Mencius, 6 : 19.

§ Chii futsz' in Mencius. 1 ; 2, not^
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perfect virtue of the undefiled heart ”* The same idea is thus ex-

pressed by Ching fiitsz’, sin jit kuk chung, jin tseh kt sang chi sing,

iU' ^ I M’i ^ ^ ^ likened

to the planted seed, humanity is its living nature,”t and the neces-

sity of possessing this virtue is strongly expressed by jiji 'rk puk jin

tseh fei jin, kwoh 'rh puh cM tsk puh kwoh i, A iffi 7; I M'l

ffii ^ VP ^ ii ^ without the

principles of humanity is no man, as a state ungoverned is not a

state.”1

VVe shall form but an imperfect notion of what the Chinese sages

mean by humanity, if we confine our views solely to the little world

in each man’s own breast. There' is a principle in their philosophy,

which though not oftep .distinctly announced, is yet built into the

foundation of their system, and enters ma,terially into the meaning

of itfie ’^ord jin. The principle referred to, is something like pan-

tbeisnp, Qr t;he modern transcendentalism, which resolves all things

^nto one’s own consciousness, and makes man a part of deity, and

of universal nature. This principle, which is but obscurely inti-

mated in the writipgs of -the oider sages, became fully developed

;^ft.er Bndhiscp was jp-trodpced into China, and is thus distinctly

avowed by Chii futsz’, jin che i tien t\ i^an wub inei t/ih ti, moh fei

hi yt ; i‘> hi hn » 'H jh 5^ lit ^ Ml ©- fS- # e. Ik- li # a e fg p/r T ig. “Tho
fnan of epj^ged bvmaj^ity considers 'heaven earth and all things to

;be but one body to wit himself

;

knowing that these things are part

of himself, where will not this principle i.ead him ?”|j The commen-

tator did well to ask “where?” This principle enters largely into

the Chinese religion in the doctrine that associates man with heaven

apd earth; sdn tsdi chk, tien, ti,jin, HT^^MiA “ The
three powers are heaven, earth, and men.”§ In this middle station

man becomes wan wuh chi ling, ^ t The soul of all

things, and this is the perfection of his humanity. In this connection

we may introduce some refiectioiis of a ,certain Fan Ling, famous

for his pithy sayings. “How vast and cpnfounding is the immensity

,of heaven and earth! If we look aboye or beneath us, there are no

* The game in Lun Yu, fi: I 5).

t In Mencius, 6: 19, ijote.

i Lun Yu, 9 :

II
Lun Yif, T ift. note The same idea is also e.xpres.sed in the notes to

the cijung Yung, p -i

^ Santsy' king
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limits to bound our vision. In the midst of all this immensity is man.

Regarding merely the minuteness of his body you would say he is

but a single grain of wheat in the overflowing granaries of a king
;

but if you regard his heart, (and from ancient days till now, who

boasts not the possession of a heart?) he ranks on an equality with

heaven and earth, and is numbered with the Three Great Powers.”*

Such is the high destiny and station of man, according to these eas-

tern sages, and the prhiciples, that fit him for it are called humanity,

(A jfii ^ 1 # A ) If then he acts out his high destiny,

how can he sufler selfishness to usurp the place of that all comprehend-

ing humanity wdiicli places him’ in' this' cominanding station to watch

over and care for,— not merely bite own' little self— but the interests

and happiness of all with whom he associates or over whom he can

exert an influence? Regarding man in this light, it is easy to

understand the numerous passages of the Four Books, and their

commentaries, which describe jin, pferfeef humanity, as being utter-

ly incompatible with sz’ yiih,.. fi. selfishness. Such passages

are of frequent occurrence; especially \vhere if is the object of the

moralist to inculcate the pfesefvat^bn'or the rehew*al‘of v’irtiie. Thus

Chii futsz’,jin taeh sz' yuh t'sin’ k'ii, 'rh siii't'rh chi isiu^n
^|J^ 4- fflJ i •&’ ‘‘ Pe'-reef lllimhriity con-

sists in the entire remOfal'of selfishness’, and the filling up’of the virtue

of the heart.”t On the words’ of Confucius,jm cAff prrA 3/1/, |

T'
“ The manwhose hum&n feelings are properly exercised has

no sorrow-,” the same comtnentafor rtemarks, /f tsuh { shitig sz' Mt

puh yu, JE ^ pHnciples are s6’

powerful as to have ov'ercome selfishness, and hened he has' no sor-

rows.”! To the same purpose speaks Confucius elsewhere, kiW Ui

full h wei jin, ^ ^ jjj® j
,
“ Toove'rcOme one’s self, and

restore intercourse with others to itS'pfopef footing', ib”humanlty”

—

or rather,—is’to act out the duties of humanity.
||

TheSe'stkterhentV

of the utter incompatibility' between humanity and selfishness, ena-

ble us to understand the meaning of the note jin chi tien hid chi'

ching li yi, ' fr A z ]>: m 4 ,

“ Perfect' humanity is

the correct principle of all mankind,”'^- because it is only when'

* Mencius, 6': 24, notes.

i liun Yu, 4:3, ii6tc

t Lun Yu, 5 ; 14, and note.

II
Luh Yu, 7 . 18

^

^ I,un Y'u. ‘2 :

‘2, and see the same idea further carried out ih Chnn£^>

\ ung. pp 8, 1

1
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men are divested of selfishness, and regardful, not merely of their

own welfare, but of the welfare of all others, that the principles of

humanity attain their due expansion, and mankind are blessed with

peace and prosperity.

Having thus shown, as we think, that by jin is meant humanity,

and having pointed out the extent of meaning that it involves, it

remains to inquire into some of its exercises and objects. A little

examination of the classical writers shows that its object is man,

commencing with one’s own internal nature, and extending by de-

grees first to parents, then to superiors, and dependents, and then to

mankind at large, while its affiliated virtue ngdi benevolence

or love, embraces without exception all that it can benefit or render

happy.

Its seat is in man, and its rule is from himself, jin jin chi ngdn

tiz’ nui kih wdi, t A ^ ^ ^|'> “ The kindly

feelings which treat men as men, proceed from the heart outward-

ly thus Mencius,* and to the same purpose speaks Chu futsz’,

1 ki kik jin jin cht chi sin yt, A f= # i 'O -tfi.

“The humane man’s heart, by its own feelings and wants, discerns

those of others, and acts accordingly.

t

As already noticed, perfect humanity requires the removal of all

selfishness; it equally demands the cultivation of all virtue in our-

selves, itself being the door, and the way of virtue, siting teh i jin

Wei sin, ® 1 ^ “ I^erfect virtue gives humanity

the first place.
’’I Thus Mencius says, chiju shie ; shit", ch'e thing

ki ’rk hau fall, I ^ j^;)' ;g- JP ^ ?|f|
“The

man who would exercise his manly feelings must be like the

archer; the archer first places his own body in an erect position,

and then launches his arrow.’’
1|

So Confucius, siting ki jin y^, ^
e i til.

“ To perfect one’s self is humanity ;’’ and the same idea

is expressed by Kiun tsz’ so i wei kiun tsz' i ki jin yd,

“The truly good man becomes so

by the right direction of his human principles and feelings. To
encourage efforts to attain this perfection, Confucius maintains that,

since the virtues of humtmity exist in ourselves, they cannot be hard

to exercise, jin yuen hit tsdi ; wo yuhjin, tsz' jin chi i,
|

* Mencius, 7 : 31

.

t Lun Yu, 3 : 34, note. The writer hopes to be excused for not givmg a

closely literal translation in all cases; it is sometimes impossible,

t Lun Yu, 7 : 30, note.

II
Mencius, 2 : 27.

>3 Lull Yu, 2 : 19, note.
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1 »f 1
** ^hal humanity is far off

and hard to be exercised? If I but wish to be humane, behold hu-

manity is already mine!”* Notwithstanding this strong declaration,

one can hardly avoid suspecting that “ the teacher of ten thousand

ages” was mistaken, for he himself says, ico loi kien hdujin ch6 wii

puhjin chd, ^ gl
yf; I

“ I have not

yet seen a man who truly and fully loved the perfect virtues of hu-

manity, and hated the opposite vices. ”t

A man’s own heart being thus rectified by the principles of hu-

manity, he must next expand them, till they reach those without.

The first step is to exercise them towards his own kindred, and

above all to his parents. Confucius says, jin chi jin yt, tsin tsin

wei ta,
] ^ l\ ,1^ ^ “ Humanity is man

;
its

most important duty is to give to parents all that the relation of par-

ents demands.”|: In regard to what are commonly styled “the five

relations,” (affection of parents and children, fidelity between prince

and subject, due separation between man and woman, due regard to

rank between elder and younger, and confidence between friends,)

we are told, chi so i chi tsz’ y'e, jin so i tl tsz’ ye,
PJt to

tt m 1 ^ B ‘S i!k (It.
“ Knowledge appreciates these re-

lations aright, and humanity embodies them in practice.”l| .^.s the

relation between parent and child is the most intimate and endear-

ing, it is especially in it that the principles of humanity must be

developed, and Mencius speaks of jin chi yiifii tsz' ye,
I 2^^-

“ Humanity between father and son.”§ So also jin

tsin t wei pan,
^ ^ “ Humanity to parents is consi-

dered as a precious jewel ;”1] and hence Confucius says, hdu ti yi

chi. k’i wei jin chi pan yii, ^ t|^

“ As to the filial and fraternal dunes they are the most important

parts of human actions.”*

It may be asked here, why we have not adopted the translation,

“Filial and fraternal duties are the foundation of humanity ?” With-
out going into a philological disquisition on the subject, two reasons

may be mentioned. 1. Such a translation would not agree with the

dpetrine taught in other parts of the Four Books, which uniformly

represent the filial and fraternal duties as one of the exercises of.

Lun Yu, .1 ; 15. f Lun Yu, 2 : 19. \

Chun^ Yung 25 ; note. § Mencius, 7

Lun Yu, J : d.

Chung Yung 25.

•11. 1! Ta Hioh, 19
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and not the foundation for humanity. 2.. The commentator

in an able note decides in favor of the interpretation given above.

We copy his note as a specimen of Chinese^ reasoning worthy of

notice. *' The filial and fraternal duties are the same as the virtue

of obedience. Now as to him who does not love to rebel against his

superiors, how is it possible for him to resist reason, and practise un-

lawful deeds? Virtue has a foundation; this foundation being laid,

then its principles become fully developed and enlarged. When filial

and fraternal duties are practised in the family, then the principles

of humanity and love can extend to all mankind, which is what is

elsewhere called “ Treating one’s parents as parents should be treat-

ed, and men as men.” Therefore he who, wei jin, S 1
’

practice the principles and duties of humanity, must regard the filial

and fraternal duties as fundamental. If you speak according to

man’s nature, then humanity is the foundation of these duties. Per-

haps some may ask, “ Does not the text mean that we are to consi-

der the practise of the filial and fraternal duties, to be the founda-

tion of humanity in general ?” I answer, no. It says that he who

practises the duties (or possesses the principles) of humanity, must

commence with the filial and fraternal duties. These duties are but

a part of the actings of humanity. You may say, “ He who prac-

tises the duties of humanity, considers the filial and fraternal duties

to be of fundamental importance,” but you cannot say “they are

the foundation of humanity,” because humanity is nature itself, but

tbe filial and fraternal duties are only the exercise of nature. In

our nature we have only these four things, “ humanity, righteous-

ness, propriety, and knowledge;” how then can the filial and frater-

nal duties find a place in it? True indeed, the chief exercise of

humanity is love, but there is no nobler love than to love one’s par-

ents, hence the saying of the text, “ He who practises the duties of

humanity must regard the filial and fraternal duties as of fundamen-

tal importance.”

Humanity is a special virtue of a ruler, and is most necessary in

the government of a state, for if a ruler does not treat men with all

the consideration due to men, he cannot expect his government to

be either profitable or popular. Hence Confucius says, Wei jin

nity,”* i. e. he must duly regard the nature of man,., and so direct

“The ruler rests in huma-

' T>i Hioli, 6 ;
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his government as not to thwart it. The highest praise and dis-

praise of monarchs is awarded by this rule. Ydu Shun shwui tien hid

i jin, kith chau shwui tien hid i mu,
1 m

M fill k > K 1-. “ Y^u and Shun governed the empire by

adherence to the p inciples of humanity, but Kieh and Chau by

those of oppression.”* Tlie necessity and benefit of adlierence to

the principles of humanity is thus expressed by Confucius, I\]in chi

yii jin shin yu shui ho, shui ho w(i kien tdu ’rh sz’ che i ; 7oei

km tau jin 'rh sz' che
1 t5, S //J • 7K

'K 1 a sa ffij ?E ^ 1 iffi 5E #
“ It is more necessary to treat the people according to the principles

of humanity, than to supply them with water and fire. I have seen

people die in consequence of w’alking in the fire or the water, but

I have not seen them die in consequence of walking in the ways of

humanity.”t Mencius said, puh sin jin Men, tsch kwoh kung hit,

“ If men distinguished for humanity

and wisdom are not entrusted with office, the state will become an

empty wilderness and hence the reproof of Mencius to Hwui the

king of Liiing for being intent solely on gain, and disregarding the

more necessary principles of humanity and righteousness.”|| It may

be added that the character given by Mencius to Wu wkng, as

being chijin ch^, is well expressed by Cicero’s “ Sci-

pio vir humanissimus.” The same character is elsewhere given to

Wan Witng and to Yau and Shun.

The principles of humanity as held by the Chinese sages are such,

that, though their chief developement must be sought for in the do-

mestic circle, and relations of social life (as where a widow is call-

ed puh jin,
1

,
wanting in due regard to the duties of human

nature, for not following her husband to the grave,) and in the wider

sphere of the ruler, yet their influence does not stop there, but ex-

tends to all mankind, or even to all the members of that great body

of which man is the head and soul. It is only the man who rightly

appreciates his position as the soul of all things, and a chief part

of the great universe, who is capable of judging between right and

wrong, and of saying what is best for the whole. It is one of the

highest exercises of true humanity thus to appreciate otu’ position,

and to fill it well; and hence Confucius says, wei jin did nmig hem

* Ta Hioh, 15; see also Chung Yung, 24 : t Lung Vu, 8:14.
} Mencius, 7 : 35

||
Mencius, 1:1. § Mencius, 7 : 32.
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jin, nang wu jin, [g | ^ IjJ A’ Sb M A>
“

in whom humanity is truly developed can love men, or hate men.”

This sentence is thus explained “the true man, jin chi,
|

is unselfish, therefore he can discriminate between good and bad

and award to each their portions.”* Elsewhere we are told, tseh

yin chi sin jin chi Uoun yc, |^lj ^ lU'' 1 ^ t!l>
“

have a compassionate heart, is an indispensable part of humanity,”

which is explained by a sentence which occurs in the same connec-

tion, wii tseh jin chi sinfeijin yi,
'j^|j [1^ ^ J\^

“ He who has not this compassionate heart, is not a man.”t This

doctrine is illustrated by the case of a child about to fall into a well

:

as there is no one who would not instantly attempt its rescue, so

it is evident that compassion is an indispensable part of correct hu-

man nature, for he who w'ould see the child perish without an at-

tempt to save it, is a brute, not a man.

The most interesting passage we have seen, is one that comes

under this head, and approaches nearly to our Savior’s rule, “ Do
to others as you would have others do to you.” It is in the Lun

Yu, Chung-kung loan jin, Tsz’ yuch, chuh mun jii kicn td pan, shi

min jii eking td tsi, ki so puh yuh ucuh ski yii jin, E3 fn1 1 ,

f 0 tflfl 4P a A t ft in * A: cL W;

^ A >

“ Chung kung asked respecting humanity. The

sage replied, when you go out of the house act as if in the presence of

an honored guest; when you serve the people act as though waiting at

the great sacrifices,— and what you would not have done to yourself,

do not do to others. The same idea is thus expressed by Tsz’ kung

wo puh yuh jin chi kid chu xnoyi., w(i yih yuh lou kid chujin,

f? Kii S Si' ^
" What I do not wish done to myself, by other men, I also by no

means would do to others.” This the commentator declares is jin,

\
true humanity, but Confucius told Tsz’ kung, that it was a point

of excellence which he had not yet attained.il So far it is well,. but

it does not reach the excellence of our Savior’s rule. His command

is to do to others, what we wish others to do to us, but the Chinese

moralist is. contented withvm^ doing to others what he would not

have done to himself.

In answer to the question how the characterjm came to have

l.nn Yu, 2 : 18, and note, t Mencius, 2 24. J Lun \u, 6 ; 20

II
Lun Yu, 3 ; and note
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KO extensive a signification, it may perhaps be permitted to offer

the following theory. The character
|

was originally the same

asjin (see the quotations from the Chung Yung and Mencius

in the first part of this essay,) and like most other Chinese words

was either a verb or a noun, as occasion required. Every tyro in

Chinese knows that a word is frequently repeated in Chinese com-

position, in which case, the first is commonly a verb, and the second

a noun. Thus dicing ckdng and tsin tsin signify,

“ to treat one’s relatives and superiors, as superiors and relatives

should be treated.” Ldu Idu and yii yd ” to

treat the aged and the young, as the aged and the young should be

treated.” Tien tien ^ and ti ti (quoted on the autho-

rity of Premare), “ ccdijicnre ccBlum” to make heaven to be heaven,

and earth to be earth. Many such phrases occur. In strict analogy

with the above A A might be used to signify treating men as

men should be treated, and wonld thus include all the rights and

duties of humanity. By a little exercise of the power of abstractioq

and generalization would signify, not only in the con-

crete, but man in the abstract, i. e. humanity, in which sense it

would be synonymous vvithjfw
|

. In this sense it occurs at least

once in the Four Books, where we meet the phrase kiun tsz' tjin chi

-f V). K A. “ The good man, by man governs

men,” where the definition of the first jm as given by Chu fu

tsz’ \^jin chi td?
j At'M. “ the principles of maiik nd,”* which

agrees precisely with the definition of jin as given in another

part of this essay. In process of time however, it was found that to

use a character of such frequent occurrence as jin in this ab-

stract sense would induce confusion, and to prevent this, a character

was formed fro.m the original word, jin by the addition of two

unmeaning strokes, which possessing the same sound, and being suf-

ficiently allied to it in derivation, was yet different enough in airpear-?

ance to prevent confusion.

If the preceding remarks and speculations are correct, there are

two questions worthy of attention; 1. Whether it is proper to

distinguish any of the attributes of the true God by the word jin

? It has hitherto been common to do so, both among the Romaq
Catholic and the Protestant missionaries. As we have seen, its

original signification is confined to human excellence, and unless i|

* Chung Yung p. 14: and note
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has by time and custom lost this primary signification and acquired

new ones, it can scarcely be deemed proper to apply it to the character

of Him who communicates to us “ in measure ” parts of his own im-

age, but receives from us none. This is however a difficult question.

The Chinese language contains few terms that can be used in Chris-

tian books without some modification of their meaning, and the

christianizing of the language (if the term may be allowed,) is

neither the least important, not the easiest part of a missionary’s work.

2. If the foregoing representation that the Chinese phrase “man is

the soul of all things,’’ is founded on the pantheistic notion, that he

is a part of the “ great universal whole,’’ be correct, it becomes a

grave question whether that phrase can be used by the Protestant

missionary. The doctrine partakes of pantheism and transcendent-

alism, (for the two are intimately united,) and as they are rejected by

us, why should a phrase deriving its origin from this impure source

be admitted without question into a purer theology ? On these points

the writer would be understood, only as asking for instruction from

those further advanced and better able to decide than himself.

As this essay was opened with a “ quotation from Ching tsz’ ’’
it

cannot be better closed, than by the words of Confucius, — both in

apology for its defects and for the errors it may contain.

8z’ md Niu wan jin, Tsz' yueh, jin chfi h yen y'e. jin, 5?,lib
^ El f ^ ^ s sS i*'"

specting humanity, the sage replied. It is very difficult to discourse

of humanity.”

P. S. Since finishing this article the writer has been informed that

P. Gonqalves has given to jin, the same definition, humanidade.,

and he is happy to fortify his position with the authority of so able

a sinologue.

Art. II. Report of the Ningpo missionary hospital, to the Medical

Missionary Society of China. By D. J. MacGowan, m. u.,

Ningpo, Sept. 1st, 1845.

The Ningpo Missionary Hospital was opened in November, 1843,

but continued in operation for three months only. It was not re-open-

ed until April last. During these eight months, but a small portion
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of the alternate days of the week were devoted to the treatment of the

sick, in consequence of the more urgent claims which the study of the

language has had on the physician’s time
;
hence, the comparatively

small number received. Until recently the benevolence ofthe Medical

Missionary Society in this city, was carried on in a dispensary, occupy-

ing at one time a private dwelling, and subsequently the principal temple

of the Tail sect, which rendered it difficult to perform surgical opera-

tions, and unadvisable to undertake the treatment of dangerous forms

of disease. At present, however, there is a suitable hospital, capable

of accommodating eighteen or twenty patients. The applicants for

aid are so numerous, that were all the medical officers of the Society

at this one port, a great multitude of sufferers, many of whom come

from remote cities, would be left to their fate, for want of time to

prescribe for them. The recipients of the Society’s bounty in Ningpo,

have been mainly the poor, who generally speaking are the only proper

subjects of its charity. It is hoped that at no distant day, those

among the Chinese who have the ability will contribute towards the

support of the Institution, as a return for the benefits which western

Medical science confers on them. As the patrons of the Medical Mis-

sionary Society, and the readers of its Reports, do not generally feel

interested in the details of medical science, the names of the various

diseases treated (though regularly recorded according to the Society’s

rules,) may be omitted without apology.

The city of Ningpo is at the confiue.uce of two rivers, nearly in the

centre of a large alluvial plain, varying from about 10 to 15 miles in

breadth, and 20 to 2-5 in length, enclosed on all sides by lofty hills.

The plain is intersected in every direction by canals, which serve for

draining, irrigation, and transportation. The population of the city

may be estimated at 250,000, and that of the plain at as many more.

The filthy habits of the people, together with the imperfect interment

of their dead, both in town and country, do not seem to be pro-

ductive of much disease. The climate, both as it affects natives and

foreigners, is salubrious, and generally agreeable. The extremes of

temperature, remarked on the eastern continent of North America,
prevail on this coast, but to a far greater degree

;
as much more as

the Pacific exceeds the Atlantic in breadth. At Ningpo the winters

may be compared to those of Paris, and the summers for a short sea-

son to those of Calcutta.

Phe diseases which chiefly prevail liere are a mild form of intermit-

tent Fever, Diarrhoea, Rheumatism, Ophthalmia . and various cutaneous

affections. Foreigners are subject to the three first named affections
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at certain seasons
;
yet the port can be recommended to invalidi at the

south with confidence, as affording perhaps the best sanatarium on

this side of the Cape. Ningpo enjoys the exemption from pulmonary

affections which is common to marshy districts generally; not a single

case of consumption has yet come under my notice. The number

afflicted with blindness is very great : this is occasioned in a great

measure from the violence of the diseases which often follows in-

occulation. The blessing which the genius of Jenner conferred on

mankind, has not yet extended to the north of China. Efforts will

be made this season to introduce vaccination. Another qau.se of blind-

ness is the disease called entropium, or an inversion of the lids, keep-

ing up a constant friction of the eyelashes against the visual organ.

A very simple operation removes this disease. Chinese surgeons

have a method of operating, which often leaves the patient worse than

before. Prudential considerations have induced me to decline per-

forming for the present any (what in a surgical point of view can be

called) important operations. Ten applications were made in behalf

of persons who had attempted suicide; in only two of the cases were

the remedies successful in averting death. Four of these cases were

females, and six males; one resorted to drowning, the rest to opium.

The motive in almost every case appeared to be anger, or revenge.

Perhaps in the large cities of no country, except Japan, are suicides

more frequent than in China. Opium smoking has many victims
;
the

poor subjects of this destructive vice often apply either in person, or

through relatives, for some remedy to enable them to overcome the

fatal habit. Happily the tradesmen who form the great body of the

people have neither the means, nor the time for this indulgence. The

use of the drug is chiefly confined to the retainers of magistrates, to

boat-men, shop-men, and others who have some leisure; the literary-

itien, and oHicers are addicted to it perhaps more than other classes.

Infanticide is extremely rare iii this city; not so an analogous criipe.

At Fung-hwa, one of the cities of this fii, occupied chiefly by poor

people engaged in the manufacture of mats, female children are put to

death in'great numbers, if the conturrent testimony of the natives can

be relied on.

The primary object of this hospital has been to disseminate among

the people a purer faith, which if received, will prove as certain, as

it is the only remedy for their moral, and to no small extent for their

physical maladies; to this end each patient is exhorted to renounce

all idolatry and wickedness, and to embrace the religion of the world’s

Savior They are admitted b} tens into the prescribing room, and
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before being dismissed are addressed to the physician, and the native

Christian assistant, on the subject of religion. Tracts are given to all

who are able to read. It may be here remarked that the proportion

of those able to read in China, to the whole population, is very small,

probably not more than 5 per cent, of the adult males. The ability

to read among females is e.Ktremely rare. The foreign residents in

this city being so few in number, nearly all the benefits which the

medical science and humanity of the west can confer on the people

must come from the philanthropic of other places. By such it is hoped

the claims of the Society supporting the Nlngpo Hospital will not be

unheeded. The benevolence of the foreign community of Bengal

has supplied the means of furnishing the hospital with instruments,

anatomical models, plates and books, which have been ordered in Paris

though not yet arrived at their destination. Though the pages of a

medical journal are the; most appropriate place for a detailed account

of the diseases treated at this hospital, yet the subjoined statement

may not be uninteresting. Two thousand one hundred and thirty-

seven patients have been prescribed for— of these 1,737 were men,

240 were women, 160 were children. Total 2,137. Of their oc-

cupations, there were;

Agriculturists, - - 714 Fishermen, . . - 50
Mechanics, - - 375 Literary men. 78
Laborers, - 164 Beggars, 56
Boatmen, - 95 Priests, players and jugglers 42
Pedlers, - 92 Barbers, doctors, &.c. 30
Shopkeepers, - - 61 ]‘7m

Art. III. Hunt’s Merchant's Magazine: commerce a liberalpursuit

:

commerce of China; China and the China peace ; Chinese Museum
in Boston, iSpc.

The monthly numbers of this work, from its commencement in July

1839 to April last, have reached China, replete with interesting and
olten very valuable information. Some of the notices of men and
thitigs relating to China will not be deemed out of place, we trn.st,

if transferred to the pages of the Chinese Repository. Article first,

for Jatuiary 1840, “Commerce as a liberal pursuit,’’ was'delivered

41VOL. XV. NO. VU.
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as a lecture at a meeting of the “ Mercantile Library Association ”

in New York, by one who for many years was a resident in Canton.

The lecturer considered commerce, first, as “ the nurse and compa-

nion of freedom;” then as “the civilizer and refiner of nations;” as

“the promoter of public improvements and of the mechanic arts
;”

as “the disseminator of science and literature;” and finally, as the

“ herald of religion.” The article is a good one, worthy of the head

and the heart of its author. But this is not the place and the time

to speak of his worth. His name deserves a place among the admi-

rers and promoters of every liberal pursuit. We knew him in the

varied walks of life, in sickness and in health, as a man of business

and as a disciple of that teacher who was sent from God. He was

ambitious— ambitious to do good, and probably shortened his days

by too intense mental efforts made prior to entering on his commer-

cial pursuits. His acts of benevolence and charity were many, but

for the most part were concealed from public notice He came to

China first in 182G, and left this country for the last time in the

summer of 184'5, in an extremely feeble state of health, and died on

board the steamer “Bentinck,” 27th of September near Aden, in

the Indian Ocean. The memory of Charles W. King is dear to

many and' will not. soon be forgotten.

In vol. nr. pp. 465, 4S1, the “ commerce of China,” is exhibited

;

and “ the China trade” in vol. XII. pp. 44,52. These are both

good articles, and we may refer to them on some future occasion for

their useful statistics;

“ China and the Chinese Peace” form the subject for a singular

article inwoh VIII. pp. 205,226, which is chiefly valuable as it

indicates, in a \*ery clear manner, the incompetence of able men, on

the other side of the globe, to describe or coticeive of the true char,

acter atrd policy of their antipodes. Take one short sentence as a

specimen.

“The collection'of niCn i ito clubs and cliques, into odd Fellows’ halls and

humane preventive societies, or even into the larger classes of religious sects

or political combinations, which are so numerous in Europe and America, is

nowhere to be found in tlie Chinese empire.’’ p. 219.

Clubs and cliqties nowhere to be found in the Chinese empire?

Ask the emperor, and he will tell you, what is most notorious, that

they exist everywhere. The great mass of thfe male population is

clubbed and cliqued in manner and degree probably unequalled in

any other nation. Before he writes another article for the Magazine

about Chinn, Mr M'harton should better inform himself if what the
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Chinese are, in character, policy, etc. The paper which he has given

us shows a benevolent heart, influenced by a good spirit, but laboring

sadly in the dark. Persons who have not visited China and carefully

and for a long time investigated the workings of the Chinese mind, are

very liable to err in their conclusions regarding the intellectual, ihe

moral, the political and the religious character of this nation. It is

not so easy to deliniate the mind’s acts and qualities as it is to exhibit

the forms and uses of things here. To show the mind of the celes-

tials of the middle kingdom, so that barbarians can comprehend all

its products would be a very difficult task and require volumes. Even

the best informed residents here, have a very imperfect knowledge

of what the Chinese are
;
and so will be, till more extended and

free intercourse is enjoyed. The recent efforts of such men as Mr.

Fortune, Mr. Dunn, and others, to exhibit the products of the soil

and the manufuctures of the people are most commendable.

From the Magazine for April 1846, we copy a brief account of

“the Chinese Museum in Boston, by James II. Lanman, esquire.”

“The collection of the Chinese Museum, which is now open for

public exhibition in the city of Boston, although not the first, is yet

the largest that has ever been imported into the United States. The
cabinet of the late Mr. Dunn, of a siiiiilar character, which was de-

posited in the city of Philadelphia, for the inspection of the public in

1833, was removed to the city of London, and these two are the only

collections of this sort now known to be in existence
;
the present

being the most considerable in the world. It embraces groups, pre-

senting views of different forms in life, from the imperial court,

through successive stages of society
;
the administation of justice, the

different modes of travel, the practical exercise of the useful arts,

co.nmerce and agriculture, down to the peculiar kind of warfare which

exists among that singular people; together with the various species

of their manufactures, and indeed everything calculated to throw light

upon Chinese charcter and institutions. We here have specimens

of their shops, vessels, houses, lanterns, temples, tombs, bridges and

paintings, and the innumerable products of industry, both useful and

ornamental, which have peculiarly distinguished this ancient people.

It is our design to shovy briefly tfie prominent features of this exhibi-

tion, by specifying the principal articles which it contains.

“ The entrance to the hall of the Museum, which is in the Marlboro’

Chapel, is decorated with Chinese designs, being painted and gilded,

and illustrated with such mottos as are calculated to distinguish the

pecuUay national character of the collection.
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“ In the first place, we arrive at an apartment containing a group,

tlie size of life, exhibiting the emperor and the principal personages

of the imperial court, all the figures being covered with gold and silk

embroidery
;
and in the next case, is the empress, accompanied by

sewwal ladies, the wives of mandarins of the several ranks, also richly

clothed, with their attendants
;

adjoining this group, is a court of

justice, where all the appliances of the law are administered, and a

culprit is seen suffering the penalty of his crimes. In the fourth

case, is a group representing a school, priests of the various religious

sects, and paintings of numerous Chinese deities, as well as a tomb,

mourning-dress, and mourning-lanterns. Another apartment portrays

a domestic scene, namely, a Chinaman smoking opuim, and his wife
;

and a female attendant with tea, all in a room such as is frequently

occupied by individuals in that condition of life, with tables, chairs,

book-case, made ofbamboo
;
the walls adorned with paintings, lanterns

hanging from the ceiling, and door-screen embroidered with gold.

“ We now arrive at the store of a merchant, which is alleged to be

an exact representation of a mercantile establishment in Canton,

where we find the same circumstances represented, as most commonly

exist in the shops of that city at the present time. There are also

presented views of Chinese modes of warfare, which clearly indicate

the obtuseness or the obstinacy of the nation, in adhering to those

instruments which it is obvious cannot successfully compete with the

approved instruments of war in our own age. The next case gives us

an accurate representation of an agricultural scene, in which is a naan

ploughing with a buffalo, as well as the various implements which

are used for winnowing, irrigation, and other matters connected with

husbandry. We also have a group in the collection, representing a

carpenter, a blacksmith, and a shoemaker, each employed in his ap-

propriate occupation. A tanka boat, pagoda, lacquered baskets, and

other articles of a similar character, are in the next case.

“ But one of the mo.st interesting parts of the exhibition, is that of

the porcelain manufacture. It is well known that the Chinese em-

pire has been long di.stinguished for the variety and elegance of its

manufactures of porcelain, the article itself being most frequently

named after the nation in which it was fir.st made. There is here

exhibited almost every variety of this product of Chinese industry,

some of it of the most elegant and costly kind. Following this, there

are also represented the various musical instruments which are u.sed

in China, including the gong, which it is well known has been in-

troduced into our own country The dilferent species of carej:, and
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ornamented as well as other paper, constitute a curious part of the

exhibition; for it will be remembered that the Chinese are peculiarly

scrupulous in all those matters which appertain to etiquette and

ceremony. A model of a summer-house, a silk-store, a China-ware

and curiosity-shop, comprise a portion of the collection, that will be

of great interest to the mercantile portion of the visitors : and various

enameled articles of a light kind, indicate the excellence to which the

Chinese have carried this branch of their manufactures.

“ A model of a canal-boat, similar Jo that in which the tea is

transported from the interior to the places of shipment at Cantoq and

other ports on the seaboards, exhibits the species of vessels which are

employed to a great extent upon the inland wafers and canals of the

empire, where they are either pushed along by men with bamboo poles,

or are tracked with ropes. In addition to this, is a model of the

junks which are employed in the commerce of China, especially in

the coasting trade. The sails of these, like those of other Chinese

vessels, are composed of mats, the ropes and cables of split rattans,

and the husk ofthe cocoa-nut, and the anchors of a hard wood named

by the Chinese “iron-wood.” The Chinese trading junks are very

curiously managed
;
besides the captain or pilot, is the principal

owner, or agent of the owner
;
the captain or pilot sits almost continu-

ally on the weather side of the vessel, observing the coast, and seldom

sleeping. Although he possesses the nominal corrjmand of the vessel,

yet the sailors obey him or not as they please, and there is but little

discipline or subordination in the conduct of the crew. Next to the

pilot is the helmsman, and there is also employed a purchaser of

provisions, as well as clerks for the cargo; and another individual is

engaged, whose business it is to attend to the offerings at the religious

shrines. Each individual is a shareholder, with the privilege ofplac-

•n(T a certain amount of goods on board
;
and it is obvious that in such

a state of things, there can be but little of prosperous navigation, or

of successful seamanship.

“ There is also presented in the Museum, a model of a hong-hoat,

and a mandarin-boat or revenue-cutter, whose ostensible object is to

prevent the smuggling of opium, but which is more frequently em-

ployed in assisting its operations, or, at all events, in collecting a cer-

tain amount of taxes from the smugglers, by the mandarins who have

such boats in charge. In addition to those several prominent articles

that we have enumerated, are many smaller, the product of manufac-

tures, and which are variously used in domestic life and the arts,

together with models of theatres, a Budhist temple, colored lanterns
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and numerous other things which are employed in domestic use, or

that constitute staples of domestic export. We would especially

designate the numerous paintings, e.xhibiting in their execution the

peculiar character of that class of Chinese productions.

“In the various specimens of Chinese labor which are here collect-

ed, we perceive the products of a nation, which notwithstanding its

crowded population, pos.sesses within itself all the resources of inde-

pendence, without the absolute necessity of foreign commerce. The
principal staples of import to our own country, which formerly con-

sisted of silks, China-ware, and tea, have constituted a principal por-

tion of the trade which vve have prosecuted with that country up to

this present time. The import of tea, it is well known, must continue,

from the very great and increasing use of that staple with us; but

from the manufacture of China-ware and silk elsewhere, their import

to this country have been of late somewhat diminishing.

“The recent difiioulties which have sprung up between that nation

and the British government, whatever might have been the merits of

the question between the n, tlsere is no doubt, have induced such a

negotiation, as to place the commerce of Chinn, with fcreigii nations

«pop a more permanent and sc.lid basis. In cen.^equence cf the

arbitrary and caprici'iti.s exactions which have bee;', exsrcised towards

the persons and property of rV.r jigpers who have bean employed in the

Chinese ports, the co’ninerci.il interests of Great Britain, as well as

those of this country, h =.ve there suffered to a considerable extent;

and the execution of a definitive treaty between our own country and

that of China, has tended to define the position in which our com-

merce shall hereafter stand in the Chinese mart.s. From the contact

of the Chinese empire with European civilization, we may, more-

over, presume that the habits and wapts of the people of that country

will be materially changed
;
that to the cotton goods, ginseng and

lead, which we now export, will be added a long list of products, thus

openirig ap increasing trade. We trust that whatever may he the

chancre wrought in the condition of tlie Chinese, by its more extend-

ed commercial relations, the state of that empire may be advanced,

and that the morals of the nation, winch appear to be extremely debas-

ed, will receive an improved tone, pot from an idolatrous philosophy,

but from the spirit of a genqine apd enlightened Christianity.” p. 349.
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Art. IV. Translation of a Budhist print, (desrriptive of the)

one thousand hands, one thousand eyes, the all-prevalent and

?nost merciful To-lo-ni (goddess of mercy).

Omito fuh (Ainidlia Budha) receives and leads those who worship

Biidlia and are virtuous to go far away and be born in the western

region.

In comparison with the repairing of great and small roads—with

the rendering to others of various kinds of assistance—with what-

ever is most straight forward, rapid, comprehensive, and easy (in

order to secure our future happiness) everything is inferior to the

worsiiip of Budha. The whole object of the worship of Budha, is

to seek for life in the western region' and is to obtain a pure coun-

try. This means that the western region is an e.xtrcmely happy

world, and is tlie pure country of B'ldha. There are 12 Classical

or sacred books of the Three Tsang (a name of Budha) and each

of these leads to the great happiness. There are 84,000 doctrines

(nr law gates) each of which exhorts us to go to the western region.

But the doctrine which enjoins the worship of Budha is by far the

best and most important; and than' it, tiiere is no doctrinb more

conducive to a 'oeiievolent life.

(The Badhai K -teh says, he who attends to the other doctrines

is like an ant ascending a lofty mount: !:], which in an hour only

gets a single .“^tep in advanhe. But the doctrine which enjoins us to'

go to the western region, is like a vessel with full sails and favor-

able wind and tide, which in an instant adv.ances 1900 miles. When
we have once reached the western region, we are no more obliged

to go out, or exposed to' fall. The highest grade (of votaries) is

able to ascend the Budha’s ladder. The Ibwest grade is far supe-

rior in happiness to those who live in- an ernpefbr’s palace. The
worshiper of Budha’s merits are very lofty, his duties are very easy.

All, whether honorable or mean) tulented or stupid, old or young,

male or female, the eater of ordinary food, or he who restricts

himself to vegetables, the man who has left his family (the bonie)

or he who still remains in it,— all may discharge these duties.

I therefore exhort the virtuous males and believing females of the

ten regions (all the empire), into whose hands this may come, im-

mediately to put forth a believing heart, and with the whole heart to

worship Budha and seek for a life in the western region; If per-'
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chance you are involved m family affairs and endless worldly tran-

sactions, and cannot devote your whole mind to this, then you ought

every day to recite Budha’s name 8000 or 5000 times, and make a

regular constant practice of this. If even this you cannot do, your

recitation of this sheet will be reckoned as one degree of merit.

Having recited this one hundred times, then dot one of the circles

on the margin, and when the dots are all made they will amount to

150,000. Whether it is for yourself or for your father and mo.

ther that you are asking for life in the western region
;
or whether

you are asking for your father and mother, protection from disease,

peace, increased happiness, or protracted old age—in all such case,

you must in the presence of Budha burn one of these sheets. If you

pray for the happiness of your deceased parents or for your si.x

orders of relations and their relations, you must, before the ances-

tral tablet, or over the graves, burn one of these sheets. Whether

you worship the gods, or sacrifice to your ancestors, either at the

festival of the tombs, the winter solstice, the middle of the seventh

month, or the end of the year, you must recite this sheet, and then

burn it on the tombs of orphans, or of those who are buried by cha-

rity, and thus provide for the happiness of destitute souls who have

no relations to sacrifice to them. In doing all this you may rely on

the strength of Budha to secure their translation to the pure country.

You may do this once or many times, according to your ability; and

the merit you will obtain is inconceivable.

I fervently desire that you may together put forth a believing heart,

be together virtuous friends, together see Budha, and together ar-

rive at the extreme of happiness.

Hwui Chau, the head priest of the Drum Mountain (Kii Shan,)

monastery in Fuhkien, has respectfully printed this, bows and

exhorts.

Here follows a picture of a vessel in full sail. It is called, “The
Compassionate vessel, Poh-joh ’’ (a name of Budha).

The flags have inscribed on them, “For the exceedingly happy

world.” And, “Receive and lead to the western region.”

On the sides of the cabin doors are the tw'o following antithetical

sentences :

“ Man, if he wants to go on the road to heaven, ought first to think

of securing happiness (by worshiping Budha).”

“ Among the pa.ssages (or defiles) that lead to life or death the

worship of Budha is the chief”
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On the sail the following is written.

The single phrase Mi-to (or Bi-to or Amidha) is a precious

sword that can behead the herd of evil spirits, and can destroy the

bravest general of hell; it is a clear light that can illumine the

blackest darkness; it is a compassionate boat that can carry us

across the bitterest seas; it is the road by which we obtain a new

birth into the world
;

it is the excellent prescription by which we

escape the evils whether of life or death; it is the infallible specific

for enabling us to become genii; it is the divine medicine for chang-

ing our bones. The 84,000 doctrines are all comprehended in

these six characters (O mi to Fuh tsieh yin). The 1700 ten-

drils of flax or rattan, (emblematic of life’s miseries) by one stroke

it can sever asunder. By uttering this phrase, Mito, without any

other mental effort, or troubling you even to move a finger, you will

arrive at the western region.

The blocks for printing this sheet are deposited in the monastery,

Bubbling Fountain, on the Drum Mountain.

Chinese of the foregoing.
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Art. V. Amoy: manoranda of the Protestant missions fro?n their

commencement, tvith notices of the city and island. Prepared

by resident missionaries.

For the following papers we are indebted to two of the members of the mis-

sion at Amoy. The second, giving topographical information, &c., has al-

ready been published in one of the Singapore newspapers. While we thank

our correspondents for these communications, we may express our hope and
wish that they will continue to furnish such information as they can for the

pages of the Chinese Repository'. The security of residence, and tiie oppor-

tunities for observation, now enjoyed at the several ports, will gradually

increase our knowledge of the country, its varied resources, its inhabitants

and their occupations, manners, customs, »tc. The people of Amoy are

noted for their friendliness, their freedom from enmity against missionaries

and their social cliaracter. Foreigners residing at that city have freedom of

access to the inhabitants in all the villages on the island and can go where-
ever they please without molestation.

No. I.

There are three Missionary Societies represented at Amoy. The
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, the Pres-

byterian Board of Foreign Missions of tlie United States, and the

London Missionary Society. At the first founding of the mission,

the American Protestant Episcopal Church had also a represen-

tative there, in the person of Rev. Doctor (now Bishop) Boone of

Shanghai. The following statistics of the station, which I send yon

for publication, may be useful for reference hereafter, and I would

request that the same and all other interesting facts regarding mis-

sions at the respective ports in China, be collected and preserved in

the pages of the Chinese Repository.

I shall first speak of the laborers. The mission began by the ar-

rival of the Rev. Messrs. Abeel and Boone at Knlling su, the 24th

of Fehruary, 1842. These jnissionaries came to prepare the way,

and selecting a position within the precincts of military protection,

they fitted up a house, and at once began the public and stated

preaching of the gospel. When it was safe and healthy for families

to reside at Kulang su. Dr. Boone returned to Macao for Mrs.

Boone. Medical labors commenced June 1842.

Messrs. Boone and McBryde with their families and Dr. Cum-
niing arrived June 7th, 1843, which was the first reinforceinenit

Mrs. Boone died August' 30th, 1842. Mr. and Mrs. McBryde left

the station January 13th, 1843. Dr. Boone departed for the United
States February 10th, 1343.

Dr. and Mrs, Hepburn arrived Nov. 2oth, 1843 Messrs. Doty
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and Pohlman with their families arrived from the Borneo mission,

June 22d, 1844. Messrs. John Stronach and Wm. Young with

their families arrived from the Singapore mission July 8th, 1844-

Mr. Lloyd arrived December 6th, 1844. Mr. A heel left for the

United States on account of complete prostration of health, Decem-
ber 19th. 1844. Mr. Brown arrived May 6th, 1845. Dr. and Mrs.

llepburri departed June 28th, 1845. Mrs. Pohlman died Sep. 30th,

1845. Mrs. Doty died Oct. 5th, 1845. Mr. Doty and Mrs. Stro-

nach left Nov. 12th, 1845. Mrs. Stronach died at sea, on her pas-

sage to England. Total of men who have belonged to the mission

eleven. Total of women who have belonged to the mission seven.

Greatest number at one time present eight men and Jive women.

Least number present since the station was first occupied two.

Of the foregoing, three are missionaries of the A. B. C. F. M. viz.

Messrs. Abeel, Doty and Pohlman
;
/oMr are missionaries of the

A. P. B. F. M. viz. Messrs. McBryde, Hepburn, Lloyd, and Brown;

two represent the L. M. S. viz. Messrs. Stronach and Young. Dr.

Gumming is not connected with any missionary society.

Another class of facts relates to the labors of the missionaries.

The first great work has been the study of the language, so as to

speak intelligibly and fluently with the people. In doing this para-

mount attention has been given to the tones, and no word or phrase

has been considered as learned, and consequently usable, till its ori-

ginal tone, and the modulation of that tone in combination, have become

familiar, and the missionary could speak it out with cmjidence. It

is thus that the language is spoken with the precision and accuracy

of mathematical demonstration; and if the missionary work at Amoy

has gone on steadily, and promises fairer than at the other ports,

the writer is of opinion that it is owing, under God, to learning the

language by rule, and not relying on the uncertainty of imitation,

and to stated intelligible and formal, exhibitions of divine truth on

the Lord’s day, and during the week. This statement addresses itself

loudly to all who are preparing to preach the gospel in China, and

its language is, be. sure you are understood, and when you have at-

tained this great end, then, preach, preach, pke,vch. Every missio-

nary should, as soon as possible, have a stated time and place for

preaching the word of life. My owm rule w'ould be— a chapel for

each missionary. No man should be a day without a chapel he can

call his own, just as soon as he can speak intelligibly. But again

let the caution be heeded, be sure you are understood. “Alas! for

a mission, where the absorbing object of attention with any of its
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members is anything else, than how Christ crucified shall be preach-

ed to the heathen so as most effectually to persuade them to be re.

conciled to God.”

The following statistics will show the progress of operations at

Amoy. First preaching at Kulang su, March 6th, 1842. First

preaching at Amoy, January 1844. Bible class commenced March

21st, 1844, with twelve attendants. Second chapel opened Dec. l.st,

1844. Commenced daily revision of Chinese Scriptures Dec. 12lh,

1844. Third chapel opened August 24th, 1845. First meeting for

females December 16th, 1845. First opening of the chapel of the

American Board for daily services, December 22d 1845. First

Chinese monthly concert, January 5th, 1846. First baptism of

native converts, April 5th, 1846. Open ing of Chinese girl’s school.

May 11th, 1346.

The monthly concert is a season of deep interest. Papers pre-

viously prepared are read by two of the teachers. The subjects are

history of other missions, such as that at the Sandwich Islands,

Society Islands, Ceylon, memoirs of distinguished converts, accounts

of Mohammedanism, &c., &-c. The missionary who presides makes

a short address founded on Scripture, and prayers are offered by

three of the brethren. Sometimes the meeting continues for more

than an hour and a half, and the interest is kept up throughout.

There are twelve interesting girls in the school, now under the

superintendence of Mrs. Young. The number could be greatly in-

creased, provided means and health were at command. A boy’s

school is in contemplation as soon as more help arrives. Operations

of all kinds, stated, itinerary, in the city, in the country, by preach-

ing, by teaching, and by distribution of books, can be carried on

freely and entirely without molestation to any extent, and the grand

desideratum of the mission at this time is men, who like Barnabas

shall be “good and full of the Holy Ghost and of faith,” that through

their instrumentality “ much people may be added unto the Lord.”

The first Sabbath in April, which happened also jo be the anniver;-

sary of the Chinese feast of the tombs, was a day of solemn and

joyful interest to the missionaries at Amoy. It was a time of in-

gathering and the exercises of that occasion will long be remember-

ed by those who participated in, or were eye-witnesses of them. It

is in the hope of leading others to rejoice in the progress of the

truth, and to awaken the sympathy and prayers of Christians for

these first converts, that the following particulars are communicated

The candidates for baptism were two aged Chinese, Wang Fuh-
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kwei ^ j|^
aii<l Wanshi6 ^||

,

(in the Fiilikion

dialect Oiig-hok-kni and Lau-un-sia,) the former 70, and the latter

69 years old. They are known in Amoy by the names of Hok-kui-

peyh, and Un-sia-peyh. Peh (peyh) is a term signifying uncle, and

is conferred by way of respect on elderly men. Hoh-kui-peyh is a

native of Nan-ngan i*. about twenty miles from Amoy, and

came to the city at the age of seventeen. Ilis first employment was

that of a mill-grinder, for which he received the compensation of

300 cash, or 25 cents a month, and his food. At the age of 22 he

enlisted a soldier, and carries scars received in battles fought with

pirates. When nearly 50 years of age, he opened a shop for the

manufacture and sale of idol paper, a business which then af-

forded a good profit, and from which the old man soon realized a

competent subsistence for himself and family. After the first mis-

sionaries had been atKuling su about six months, he was brought to

hear preaching by a friend, and beccme at once impressed with the

reasonableness of the trutii, and the utter folly of idolatry. For three

years and a half, he has been a steady attendant on all the means

of crrace, and a diligent seeker of salvation. His conversion has

.been gradual, though marked. lie has since had many domestic

troubles, and iu the midst of all has shown a spirit of Christian for-

titude and resignation. His employment, being indirectly connect-

ed with idolatry, caused him great uneasiness, and he abandoned it.

Un-sia-peyh, is a native of Tung-ngan
jj^j

ten miles from

Amoy, and came to the city about seven years ago, to take the

store of his brother who died. He was brought to the chapel by Hoh-

kui-peyh, more than two years ago, and has since continued a diligent

and devout hearer of the gospel. At their public examination these

old men referred to Mr. Abeel, as the missionary from whom they

first heard t,he glad tidings of great joy. The idols in the house of

Hoh-kui-peyh, all belonged to different members of his family, and

he has insisted on their removal from the public hall, where they

have been worshiped for many years : this after a long struggle, has

been done. The only idol in the possession of Un-sia-peyh has been

formally handed over to the i)erson from whom he asked baptism,

and is now in his possession. It is an old dirty broken headed 'I’d,

Peh kung ^ and has been sacredly adored for generations.

For many months these old men desired to profess the name of

Christ, but they were put off. 'Phough they prayed acceptably at the

prayer nieeting, and were regular in their attendance at the Bible
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class, tlie Sabbath day services and the other means of grace; though

correct in all their deportment, and uniform in their attachment to

God’s servants, and to the truth as it is in Jesus; yet, being old in

sin, and young in grace, we feared they were not sufficiently in-

structed, and that possibly they might be actuated by sinister mo-

tives, and expect some worldly profit by their connection with mis-

sionaries. For three months previously to their reception, the solemn

act was before their minds, and they made it a special subject of

prayer. As an aid to self-examination they were furnished with

questions on practical religion, and the nature of the ordinances to

which they were to be admitted.

The exercises on the occasion were as follows; a sermon on bap-

tism was preached at the chapel of the American Board, by the Rev.

Mr. S. who showed clearly and fully its nature and design. He stat-

ed that it strikingly represented the sinfulness of our nature, and

the necessity of purification by the blood and spirit of Christ :— that

in order to its reception, we must believe in Christ as our prophet,

priest, and king; that, as the initiatory ordinance of Christianity, it

signifies that the receiver takes on himself the character of a disci-

ple of Jesus; that he is saved not by his baptism, but by that which

it represents, and must not only be zealous at the commencement

of his course, but endure unto the end.

After this, the audience convened at the dispensary chapel, where

the Rev. Mr. P. addressed them on the nature of the Christian

church, its head, its members, its initiatory rites, and its discipline.

Then the aged candidates arose, in the presence of the assembly,

and with deep solemnity made a profession of their faith in Christ

by clear and emphatic replies to the following questions ;

J. Do you believe in the only true God, distinct in three persons, Fatlier,

Son, and Holy Ghost, who made heaven and earth, and all that in them is,

of nothing, and still maintains and governs them, insomuch that nothing

comes to pass either in heaven or earth, without his divine will i’

2. Do you believe that you were conceived and born in sin, and tlierefore a

child of wrath by nature, wholly incapable of doing any good, and prone to

all evil, and that you have frequently botli in thought, word and deed, trans-

gressed the commandments of the Lord
;
and are you heartily sorry for these

sins ?

3. Do you believe that Christ, who is the true and eternal God and very

man, who took his human nature on him, out of the flesh and blood of the

virgin Mary, is given by God to you, to be your Savior, and that you receive

by tliis faith, remission of sins in his blood, and that you are made, by the

power of the Holy Ghost, a member of Jesus Christ and of his church ?

4. Do you assent to all the articles of the Christian religion, as they are
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taught in the Christian church, according to the word of God, and purpose
steadfastly to continue in the same doctrine to the end of your lives; and also

do you reject all heresies and superstitions, repugnant to this doctrine, such
as the idolatrous rites and mummeries rife among the Chinese (here a long

catalogue of heathen rites and errors were enumerated)
; and do you promise

to persevere in the communion of this Christian church, not only in the hear-

ing of the word, but also in the use of tlie Lord’s supper ?

5. Have you taken a firm resolution always to lead a Christian life; to

forsake the world, and its evil lusts, as is becoming the members of Christ,

and his church, and to submit yourself to all Christian admonitions?

After the rite of baptism was administered to the candidates in a

kneeling posture, they stood up, and gave solemn heed to a warning

on steadfastness in the faith, by Mr. P. 1. He warned them to

guard their hearts, and be instant in prayer, and the study of God's

word, assuring them that defection begins in the closet, and that

their only security was in fervent prayer, and a devout reliance on

the Llord Jesus Christ. 2. He urged each of them to became an

example of love to God and man, so that all might see that they were

different from what they once were, and different from all around

them. In case of having to encounter the scorn and derision of

their idolatrous countrymen, they were warned not to render evil for

evil, or railing for railing; but contrariwise, blessing. 3. They were

told of the goodness of God to them in calling them in their old age

to hear the gospel, and embrace it to the saving of their souls; and

called upon to render devout thanksgiving to Him for this unspeak-

able mercy. (Here they could not contain themselves, but gave a loud

and hearty response.) 4. They were urged to activity and zeal

in the cause of Christ, by speaking a word in season to their friends

and neighbors, by imitating the example of Christ to “go about

doing good,” and as long as life lasted to make it their business to

spread abroad the savor of his blessed name. Finally, they were

%varned to remain firm unto the end, and amidst all the temptations

of the world, the flesh and the devil, to consider him that endured

such contradiction of sinners against himself, lest they should be-

come weary and faint in their minds.

I need not say that the occasion was a solemn and affecting one

to us, and that the most serious attention was given by the heathen

who were present. But the services of the day did not end here.

In the afternoon the missionaries met for the celebration of the Lord’s

supper, and for the first time sat down with these good old men,

rejoicing in hope of the glory of God. There were 15 or 20 specta-

tbrs and the services were conducted mostly in Chinese. Mr. Y.
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gave a lucid account of the origin of the ordinance, its nature, and

its great design. Mr. S. administered the elements, and gave the

closing admonition, speaking of the love of Christ to us, as exhibited

in his death, and of the great object of that love being to excite our

love to hitn, and thus draw us to his service. Thus .passed this

season of thrilling interest, and who will not, on perusing this, lilt

up a prayer to God, that these first fruits may be speedily succeeded

by an abundant harvest ? The attention on the preaching of the word

by several constant hearers still continues undiminished, and we are

not without hope that God is drawing others to himself.

It may be asked how, these two disciples appear since their bap-

tism ? I reply they have thus far adorned their profession, and seem

to be sensible of their weakness, and in constant fear lest they sin

against God. Hoh-kui-peyh has been called to drink the cup of

sorrow in the death of a beloved son. His feelings and exercises of

mind then were closely akin to those of David on a like occasion.

He besought God for the child saying, “Who can tell, whether God
will be gracious to me, that the child may live.” But when the

child was dead, he acquiesced with sweet and joyful submission, and

was comforted in the reflection, “ 1 shall go to him, but he shall not re-

turn to me.” Un-sia-peyh has opened a small store, which is con-

ducted on Christian principles, and closed every Sabbath, though in

so doing he has to withstand much obloquy, and is often entreated

to sell a little. Thus these first disciples are letting their light

shine, and though from their age, too much should not be expected,

yet from their extreme caution and circumspection, their private

devotion and their habitual attention on every means of God’s ap-

pointment, we doubt not their path will be like that of the shining

light which shineth more and more unto the perfect day. And well

is it remarked, by one long conversant with the minutiae of foreign

missions, “If we would make anything of converts in pagan lands,

we must bring them to the ordinances of the gospel, and into the

church, as soon as they give satisfactory evidence of regeneration
;

for they are too child-like, too weak, too ignorant to be left exposed

to the dangers that exist out of the fold, even until they shall have

learned all fundamental truths. The school of Christ for young
converts from heathenism, stands within the fold, and there, cer-

tainly the compassionate Savior would have them all gathered and

carried in the arms, and cherished even as a nurse cherisheth her

children.” M. N. N.

VOl,. XV. NO. Vll. 46
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No. 2.

“Since the war with England, this city has secured some little importance

in the estimation of merchants as a place of trade, and of Christians as an

opening fPr the ingress of the gospel into the interior of this part of the

Celestial Empire The public will doubtless, for these reasons, feel some

interest in any items of information proceeding from this city. It is the object

of the present communication to furnish, if possible, some additional facts to

those already known respecting Amoy and the island upon which it is built.

“The position of this city gives it many advantages in a commercial point

of view It is conveniently situated for trading with many of the important

cities and villages of the Fuhkien province in which it lies. Your readers,

no doubt know that the city is not built on the main land but on an island of

*^he same name, which is separated from the continent by a channel of one or

two miles in breadth. The island is about 35 miles in circuit or 10 miles

across. It is somewhat circular in form. Tlie southern and western portions

are very much broken by a range of granite hills, wliich extends along the

coast, receding at intervals from the sea and leaving small but beautiful plains

which are laid out in fields and dotted with villages. The hills themselves

are generally too barren and ragged to admit of cultivation—where water,

however, can be procured at a sufficient elevation, the sides of these hills are

terraced and made to yield some vegetables to the hand of industry. In one

or two instances, there are small table-lands lying on the summit of this range

whichal so have their well ordered farms and contiguous villages. The prin-

cipal use to which the sides of these rocky hills are appropriated, is to supply

burial places for the numerous dead. The city of Amoy is situated on the

western side of the island and its population, living and dead, completely

covers the hills and vallies in and around the place. So numerous are the

graves that one can scarcely avoid them in his rambles beyond the suburbs

of the city. They protrude their unseemly forms on every side of the path

and impart a gloomy aspect to the surrounding scenery.

“Leavino- the hills and passing to the north and east portions of the island,

one finds himself in a beautiful region of country, thickly studded with com-

pact built villages and teeming with human beings. This section of the

island is comparatively level and is under complete cultivation. It is a great

relief to the mind to ramble beyond the limits of the city and its adjacent

burial grounds and enter this region where the prospect is scarcely marred

by a single monument of mortality. The roads or paths are generally narrow

but afford pleasant walking, or riding on horseback.

“The soil of the island is naturally thin and unproductive, except in the

mall vallies w-here water is found and where the mould of the higher regions

has been collected by mountain torrents. Tlie industry of the Chinese has,

however, in some measure overcome the original barrenness of the ground

and now secures tolerably good crops. The productions consist chiefly of

sweet potatoes, paddy, wheat, sugar,-cane, ground-nuts and garden vegetables.

The prevailing feature of the island, except where the hand of cultivation is
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constantly employed, is naked barrenness. The eye searches in vain, except

in a few favored spots, for the larger species of the vegetable kingdom. In

the villages and around the temples, the comfort and convenience of meni

have prompted them to plant and nourish a few shade trees and on the tops

of some of the hills a few scattered firs are growing. The island produces

no fruits except such as may be found in very limited quantities in private

gardens. The markets of the city are abundantly supplied with oranges,

plantains, pomelos, pears, peaches, and other fruits in their season, but these

are all brought from other parts of the province. Even the regions around

Fuhchau fii supply in part the fruit markets of Amoy.
“ The island produces very little animal food. But few domestic animals

are raised upon it. The poultry, pork and beef found in the markets, are

brought from the main land. Cultivating the ground and fishing seem to be

the principal employments of the village population—some labor as boatmen

and sailors.

“The inhabitants of the city are principally engaged in commerce and in

manufactures for home consumption. So far as the writer’s information ex-

tends but few articles for export are manufactured in this place. Perhaps

the chief exceptions are shoes and umbrellas. Considerable quantities of these

are manufactured here and exported
;
most other exports come from the neigh-

boring cities and from the interior and are here shipped for other ports.

There are, probatbly, three hundred junks of all sizes trading at this

port—many of them are the property of Amoy merchants. They trade with

the northern and southern ports of China, with the island of Formosa, in the

Straits of Singapore and ports in that region. Besides, a daily communication

by means of small vessels is kept up with the principal cities which can be

reached from Amoy by water, boats go and come loaded with passenu-ers

and merchandize. In fact most ofthe important places on the main-laud and

far in the interior are dependant upon this place for many articles of con.sump-

tion which they do not manufacture themselves but which they find imported

into this city This creates a large native trade with Amoy and gives it an

importance which it could not otherwise command.

“ Of the population of the island not much can at present be said. The
whole island contains probably 350, COO or 400,000 inhabitants. The aggre-

gate of 66 villages with which more or less communication has been had and

many of which have been visited, is according to statements received from

the natives and confirmed in many cases by personal observ.ation, 40, 660-

There are 136 villages on the island and some of the largest are not included

in the preceding estimate. Perhaps 100, 000 is as close an approximation to

the true number of the village population as can be made under present

circiimsiancos. The city and suburbs, at the lowest computation, contain

250.000, some say 300,000 inhabitants. This makes the whole population of

the island, as before stated, 350,000, or 400,000.

“ This is a large number of human beings to be crowded into so limited a

space, and one would infer from such statistics that the prosperity of trade and
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manufactures must be great to allure together and support so many persons

in so small a compass. How far this prosperity really extends, the writer

has not facts sufficient upon which to found any statement beyond what has

already been said, except that the majority of the population does not exhibit

any external evidences of being in prosperous circumstances. Many complain

of oppressive taxes. To one wholly ignorant of the character of this

people and passing through this island, the inference from what he would see,

would be that the place is on the retrograde—or at least stationary. True,

he would see the fields in a high state of cultivation and many residences

possessing comfort and plenty within—but he would also see a far greater

number of wretched dwellings and neglected temples and a vast amount of

squalledness. These things would indicate anything but general prosperity.

The demand for laborers is fully supplied and much more than supplied,

consequently the fields will be well cultivated and the wealthy will occupy

fair dwellings, but for the laborers themselves all is pressing necessity or

pinching poverty. A few are enriched by commerce and abound in plenty ;

the mass live as they can, consuming to day the little they have earned and

compelled to permit the morrow to care for the things of itself.”

Art. VI. Notices of the riot in Canton, lohich occurred on the

evening of July 8th, 1846.

About sunset Wednesday July 8th, a scene of disorder opened just

without Old China Street, near the corner and in front of what has

been known as Mingkvva’s hong. Within half an hour it had assum-

ed a very serious aspect : showers of stones and brickbats were

hurled against the house of a resident gentleman, occupying the

front rooms of Mingkwa’s hong, and scores of vagabonds were de-

molishing the fence and gates before the same, shouting and yelling

like so many demons. The noise of the rioters spread rapidly,

every tnoment drawing together larger numbers, and very soon an

indiscriminate attack was made on all foreigners within reach of the

mob, stones being furiously thrown at them and against the windows

of the American factory. Of these proceedings the Chinese police

on the spot, belonging to the station at the entrance of Old China

street, were idle spectators, making no attempt to seize or inter-

fere with the rioters.

Before 7 o’clock, H. B. M.’s consul, Francis C. Maegregor Esq.,

had dispatched messengers to the Chinese authorities, requesting the

assistance requisite for protection from violence and depredation of
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the rioters. A similar request to the governor, and to the local

magistrates was shortly after repeated by the American Charg6 d’

Affaires, the Hon. Peter Parker.

Shat fan ktvei, td fan kwci, “
kill the foreign devils,” “ beat the

foreign devils,” rang and reechoed through all the streets in the

vicinity of the foreign factories. Hundreds of the basest of men were

already collected and many hundreds more were hastening to the

scene of riot.

It was now past 8 o’clock, and the action of the mob was every

moment becoming more violent and more extensive. The gates

and outer wall of Mingkwa’s hong had been demolished; one of the

walls of the cook-house battered down
;
some of the iron-barred

and stone-cased windows of the house dug out of the solid wall,

against which a heavy battering-ram was being plied with great fury.

It was impossible to mistake the intentions of the mob. Unless force

were interposed immediately, it was evident the scenes of 1842

—

when the British factories were sacked and burnt—were to be

reacted. Indeed, two attempts had been already made to set the

house on fire. Moreover, an officer of the Chinese government with

his attendants, having come to the scene, had been driven back.

Under these circumstances the only alternative for foreigners

was, either to see their factories pillaged and burnt and themselves

pelted and chased into the river, or to step forward and disperse

the rioters by such means as they chanced to have at command.
They had assembled in considerable numbers in front of the facj

tories and in the American garden, most of them prepared for the

exigencies of the occasion. The peril of life and property was now
such, that any longer delay was deemed unjustifiable. No succor was

at hand from the authorities, and it was impossible to tell when

troops would arrive, or what they would effect if they came, they

recently having been found unable or unwilling to defend from the

mob the domicile and offices of one of their own functionaries, the

prefect of Canton. The rioters were making every possible effort to

get the buildings on fire. The danger was most imminent. Selfr

defense and self-preservation required immediate action.

The gates leading to the scene of riot, from the front of the fac-

tories, were at length opened, while the missiles were flying and the

mob shouting and exulting more than ever. The foreigners moved
in a mass against the crowd, and that part of it which was on the

south retreated precipitately from before Mingkwa’s, the French and

the Spanish hongs and then down the southern l^anish, a squad fall-
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ing off into New China street, and a few stragglers skulking down
towards the river in Old China street. A party, close by the police

station, near the gates of Old China street, was more determined.

Twice or thrice the villains rallied and were nothing daunted, blit

rather emboldened by the repeated warning from the foreigners.

Two or three of their number fell, before the mob gave way. Nearly

at the same moment, the gang that had been driven down the street

of the Danish hong, returned to renew the attack, and their leader

paid dearly for his temerity.

3’he foreigners were now masters of the entire space from the

police station at the entrance of Old China street to the entrance

of the Danish hong, and thus had free communication from one

extreme of their factories to the other.

Soon after nine o’clock the Chinese authorities with troops came

to the assistance of those who, till then, had been left to shift for

themselves. By degrees the troops extended their lines over the

ground already occupied, through the Old and New China streets.

Hog Lane, the Thirteen-factory street or that immediately in the

rear of the factories, Lwanhing street or that on the west of the

Danish hong, making the Hall of the Hong-merchants, the “ Consoo

house,” their head-quarters; and before midnight, with permission

from the proper quarter, about 200 of the Chinese soldiers were

marched into the American garden.

We were spectators of only a part of these proceedings, having

been on the opposite side of the river, in Honam, when the riot be-

gan
;
but on the authority of many who were eye-witnesses, we are

able to give, what we believe to be, a correct account of the principal

acts which occurred during this trying scene.

In consequence of there having been frequent and serious distur-

bances in Canton, occasioned by the intrusion of vagabonds, the

Chinese government agreed, on the ratification of the Treaty of

Wanghia, July 1844, to keep all idlers and vagrants away from the

vicinity of the factories. As that agreement has an important bear-

ing on the present case, we here introduce the document entire, bor-

rowing it from papers sent by Mr. Cushing to his government, and

transmitted by the president of the United States to the Senate, dur-

ing the 2d session of the 23th congress.

The following are the articles which have been deliberated upon, and settled •

I. The citizens’ shops in the vicinit3' of the Thirteen Factories being dense-

ly crowded together, there is great liability to the calamity of fire, and we must,

in anticipation, guard against it. Hereafter, it is permitted to the merchant*
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and citizens of foreign nations to erect walls on the foundation of their own
premises, forty cubits high, and from one cubit and a half to two cubits thick

;

all the additional expense of building, labor, and materials, to be defrayed by

the occupants of the factories.

2. From the head of Sintau Lan (Green Pea street) on the east, and

from the entrance of Tsing-yuen Kki (Old China street) on the west, to the

river, the old wooden fenee shall be changed, and a strong wall erected, either

of stone or brick, the expense thereof to be defrayed by the foreign merchants.

This is granted to avoid the Chinese, in passing and repassing, looking through

the fence, causing disturbances ond quarrels.

3. In the three streets, Tung-wan Kai, (New China street,) Tsing-yuen

Kai, (Old China street,) and Sintau Lan, on the north, and on the rear of

the Factories, it is also permitted the foreign occupants thereof to erect high

walls, and at the north and south ends of these streets to make strong doors of

wood, covered with sheet iron.

4. Chinese and foreigners being mixed up together, it is easy for trouble to

arise; hereafter, therefore, at the six gates of the three streets, it is right to

establish a military station and posts for sentries, who shall constantly dwell

there, and keep guard. Men bearing things about upon their shoulders to

traffic with, (pedlars,) are not permitted in front and on the right and left of the

Factories, to expose for sale melons, fruits, cakes, etcetera ; and likewise all

quacks, fortune-tellers, beggars, and showmen, and all idlers, and the like, are

not permitted to pass and repass in front, and on the right and left of the Fac-

tories, obstructing the way, and collecting a crowd of idlers. Whoever vio-

lates this (regulation) shall be searched out, and pursued to the utmost. In the

event of any quarrel, or of the calamity of fire, these six gates shall be imme-

diately shut and locked, and the idlers shall not be permitted to look through ;

and should any bandits insist on violently entering, and tvrangle with the

guards and soldiers, the bandits shall be rigorously seized and punished to the

utmost. If the soldiers and guards are remiss in expelling them, they shall be

severely punished.

5. At the official stations at the head of Tsing-yuen KSi, (Old China

street,) a clever and able military officer shall be appointed who shall const-

antly have command, with soldiers and guards attached to him, who shall re-

side there to keep watch. Should any wrangling or trifling disturbance occur,

it shall be warded off by the said military officer in charge of the place
;
but in

the event of a riot, the said mandarin shall petition the high officers of Goverii-

ment to lead out police men and soldiers in great numbers, and proceed to

make investig tion, and so to manage as to preserve peace.

6. Henceforth the street in front of the factories is not to be a thoroughfare,

and the gates at both ends, by order of the consul, may be closed at sunset, and

also upon the Sabbath, in order that there may be no confusion.

7. If any of the shops in the neighborhood of the Tliirteen Factories cland-

estinely sell ardent spirits to foreigners to drink, on being found out, the said

shops shall be closed, and the proprietors thereof shall be seized and punished.

8. It is not permitted to throw out and accumulate filth at the head of the

streets. This has long been pubVely prohibited, it being required that all in

front and r»ar of the hongs, and at the head of the streets, should be kept pure
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and clean. Whoever shall throw out and accumulate filth there, shall, on

being found out, be sent to the officers of Government, to be tried and punish-

ed.

9. The foregoing regulations shall be stereotyped and printed, and deliver-

ed over to the military officers, to be posted up at the head of each street, that

all may clearly understand.

July 12, 1844. (Signed) Hwang Ngantung.

Peter Parker.

It is obvious to remark here, that the late riot could never have

occurred, if the foregoing regulations had been kept
;
and that they

have not been is not the fault of the foreign residents. Application

to enforce them has been repeatedly and officially made to the im-

perial commissioner. He has received the application and acknow-

ledged the propriety of keeping the regulations. “ This is on record.”

Nevertheless for many months past, the streets adjacent the factories

have been thronged with all manner of hucksters— an intolerable

nuisance. Often they have been literally blocked up and rendered

quite impassable to any and to all, who were not prepared to elbow

their way amidst barbers, butchers, portable-cookshops, fruit-stalls,

cat-sellers and denuded and indescribable riff-raff, such as could be

congregated only in a half-civilized and pagan nation.

On the afternoon of the 8th, the crowd of this sort in front of Old

China street— one of those places the Chinese authorities had pledged

themselves to keep clear — was unusually dense, when an English

gentleman, having occasion to pass that way and finding the street

filled with idlers, pushed one of them aside. Whereupon the man

turned and struck him on the back, with his fist. This the gentle-

man returned with his stick. Then came a shower of granite; and

the man, who had struck the first blow, took up a large stone and

advancing threw it at the Englishman’s head, who dodged it and

then sprang and caught him and with the assistance of two or three

foreigners took him into Miugkwa’s hong, amidst volleys of stones

and brickbats. Thus the disturbance began.

The Chinese, who struck the English gentleman with his fist,

and was taken into the hong, soon effected his escape, and has not,

that we are aware of, been heard of since. The reason for securing

him, at the moment, was that he might be delivered over to the pro-

per authorities for trial.

It must be left to the reader, and to those whom it may concern, to

ascertain, if it be possible, the reasons and the motives that led on

the rioters to such lawless and violent acts as those detailed in the

first part of this article. Who they were, we do not know. Their
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conduct affords sufficient evidence regarding tlieir character. During

the whole of the riot—after having seen what was going on in Iront

of Mingkwa’s, when we came in from the river a little before eight

o’clock—having been in constant communication with the Chinese

people, residing near the factories, we know that their solicitude,

though only their property was in jeopardy, was scarcely less than that

of foreigners. At half-past eight o’clock their gong beat, and the

inhabitants of the six streets, a'^jacent the foreign residences, assem-

bled in their council-house and adopted measures to meet the ex-

igencies of the occasion. They resolved to shut up and barricade

and put themselves instantly on the defensive, in the best manner

each could find means to effect, and all to keep in doors, excepting

two, who were to take their stand, in the street, each close by their

own doors. All the old spears and swords, and every thing of the

sort in the neighborhood, were put in recpiisition. A few of them

attempted to remove their property
;
but the streets were thronged

with such desperadoes as to render this measure worse than useless.

It was throwing out bate to the furies, and putting prey in the paw

of the monster. We might say “ legionf and the reference to sacred

and to ancient history would be most apposite, for the rioters were

not less numerically than the Roman legion, nor less boisterous than

the tenant of the tombs in the country of the Gadarenes.

The character of the mob was of the very worst kind. That of

1839 was more numerous, !)ut far less desperate. A small j)arty were

shut up in New China street, the shop-men having barricaded the

north gate, and the foreigners taken possession of the south. They

became perfectly frantic; howling and yelling they ran up and down

the street, not daring to rush on the lead and the steel at one end,

and unable to force an exit at the other. In the long street in the

rear of the factories we had a good opportunity, while unnoticed by

the mob, of seeing what it was composed of and for hours of observ-

ing its action. The street was glutted, and every now and then

small recruiting parties, screaming and clapping their hands, would

shoot off like a fire-brand, and forcing their way far into the suburbs,

try to excite more tumult and augment their forces. But, in the

good providence of God, this excess of madness produced reaction.

The denseness of the mob, hemmed in as it was, rendered it less

formidable. The consternation it had excited in all the neighbor-

hood now took old of the evil-doers themselves.

.'\t 10 o’clock, pursuant to a call from the American consul, P. 8.

Forbes Esq., a meeting of the .Americans in Canton was held at

17VOL. XV. NO. VII.
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the consulate, to deliberate on ways and means for the protection of

their lives and property. The meeting, however, was so much dis-

turbed by reports of the dangerous movements of the mob, that very

little was accomplished besides resolving to form themselves into

two divisions for keeping watch and guard during the night. This

was accordingly done. Indeed' every one was on the watch, and

very few remained off their guard or unprepared for defense. Soon

after midnight, the mob began to disperse from the back streets in

the vicinity of the factories, and by 2 o’clock on 'Fhursday morning,

the 9th, perfect order and quiet were restored, so far as the rioters

were concerned. Many however, of both foreigners and Chinese,

feared the storm would soon be renewed with increased numbers and

i’resh violence. Consequently a good deal of excitement was kept

up, by the packing and removing of books, treasure, etc.

At daylight the following proclamation from Hwang appeared on

the walls in front of the hong-merchants hail, written in large cha-

racters, and bearing date of the preceding day.

Hwang, vice president of the Beard of War, member of the censorate, go-

vernor of the province of Canton, director of the military and controller of
the commissariat, issues this proclamation.

I have just nOvv unexpectedly heard that the Chinese, residing near the

thirteen factories, have had a quarrel with the foreigners
; and it devolves on

me, the governor, to ascertain wKO are right and who are wrong and to act in

strict accordance with the principles of justice.

If the foreigners are wrong, it will be necessary inflexibly to support the

cause of the Chinese. But you must not assemble in multitudes to excite

trouble which may' lead to punishment. Tremblingly obey. A special

proclamation.

Instructive commands to be pasted up at the thirteen factories. Given in

the 26th year of lYiukvv.'ing, 5th month', 15th day (July 8th 1846).

The Chinese superior authorities must have felt no inconsiderable

concern for the issue of the riot', knowing as they did the desperate

character of the rabble bands, and aware also that they would be

held responsible for these'acts of violence and depredation. Several

of them are said to have come out of the city during the night, with

in all about 1000 troops.

In course of the morning'boatS from his Danish majesty’s frigate

" Galatea,” with marines, and other boats from the foreign shipping

at Whampoa, reached Canton.- During the day meetings were held

and committees appointed; all having refetence to the safety of the

community.

Oh the I 1th and I2th the two following docuinehts, from the local

magistrate, were made public.

Sbi the iiciinnr inngifitratp of the district of Nanhnj. He., issues these

e.xplicit ard urgent commands.
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On the 8th instant a wrangling quarrel broke out between the English and

the Chinese, and it proceeded to such a degree that three of our people were
killed and six wounded. Though the English were certainly in the wrong,
yet it is my duty, as magistrate, with a view to prevent lawless men from
plundering the houses and shops of our people, to lead out the troops for the

suppression of disorder and for the protection and defense of the place.

The bodies of the dead and of the wounded have been examined and the

several cases duly reported to the superior authorities; and a dispatch has

been received from the said authorities, instructing the English consular

officers to search out the murderers and punish them according to the laws.

VVe, the officers of the Chinese, are to our people, what parents are to chil-

dren. If you are wronged and injured, the exercise of justice (In your behalf)

shall not be withheld. But there is reason to fear lest some of you, seeking
to vindicate"your cause, may again by your wrangling assemble the multi-

tudes and excite quarreling, so that those who were in the right will find

themselves among those who are in the wrong.
Moreover, should the mob once assemble, it will be difficult to prevent

vagabonds from improving such an occasion, to commit acts of depredation

and violence; and the calamities may e.xtend to yqur own shops and dwell-

ings. Then it will be difficult to discern between the good and the bad
; and

should you be once seized you may be striken by that just indignation which
is due to the vagabonds. Crimes ought to be redressed, for, alas, they are

not without cause. How much to be deplored would it be, should any of our
good and quiet people, by giving momentary vent to anger and currency to

rumors, involve themselves w’ith the vagabonds and then be left to suffer as

being alike guilty with them !

Right it is, therefore, to issue these commands. Understand, ye people of
every class, that it behooves you to await the examination and decision of
their excellencies, the high officers, regarding all that has transpired. Each
one must keep quiet in his oviui sphere and attend to his own affairs Do not,

on an}' account, renew the wrangling and so create new disorders, that inay
lead to grave consequences.

I, the magistrate, in preserving the local peace, and with a view to the pro-

tection of your persons and property, have again and again instructed and
admonished you, and you ought to look up and regard the feelings of my
heart, yielding obedience without opposition. Canton, July 11th, 1846.

Shi the acting magistrate of the district of Nanhai, &c., &c., issues these
commands.

Regarding the three persons who were killed and the six who were ivound-
ed on the 8th, in the quarrel w'ith the English, it behooves you to await the
action of their excellencies, the superior officers, who have instructed the
English consular officers to proceed according to the provisions of the treaty.

It is rumored that there are vagabonds who love confusion and disorder,

and who under the pretence of recompensing (the wrong) w'ish to assemble
the mob and renew the quarrel. This caqnot be allowed. For should the mob
once assemble, there will doubtless be in it lawless men, who will improve
the occasion to plunder and rob, and the damage will come even to your own
houses and shops, as it did on tl)e night of-Uje Sth, when the bandits in the
midst of the quarrel attempted to plunder Tungmau's establishment. Under
these circumstances, had the civil and military officers not led out and directed
the police and sol4iery, and instantly suppressed the riots and dispersed the
mob, the damage would have been indescribable.

Most right it is, therefore, to issue this proclamation, which it behooves you
fully to understand. You who are men of business, engaged in lawful pur-
suits, can clearly comprehend what is rca.sonable. Be not deceived by vain
words. From each of your establishments let one or two able bodied men he
appointed to unite their strength and acton the defensive. If the vagabonds
renew the quarrel, instantly band together with the police and snldTerv and
seize the disturbers of tlie peace for self-protection. Be careful not to get
entangled with thp evil-doers so as to suffer with them. A special and very
urgent proclaiqatipn.
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Canton, July IStli 1846 Let these instructive commands be pasted up in

front of lire liong-mercliants' liall.

P. S. U|) to tilts day (July 23d) there are no new indications of

insubordination. His excellency Kiying returned from his military

lour, through the eastern departments of this province, on the even-

ing of the 17th. Some communications, relating to the riot, have

p.issed between the Chinese authorities and the British consulate,

but of what tenor we do not know. The only documents made public

are, the proclamations given above, which have been well received

by the Chinese. The inhabitants of the six streets, who met in

council on the evening of the 8lh, issued a public notice early the

next morning, exculp.iting themselves from any share in the riot,

and declaring that they did only what was necessary for self-defense,

'Pile “ Tungmau establishment,” named in the magistrate’s procla-

mation of the Pith, was a small banking-house, situated in the

Thirteen-factory street, in the rear of Mingkwa’s hong, near the

‘‘ Consoo-house.” The only placard we have noticed was a silly

and wicked one, pasted up, on the morning of the 13th, directly

over the magistrate’s proclamation issued the preceding day. It

reviles the magistracy, and cries out for the slaughter of “ the savage

barbarians ” The rabble—so it is reported—have made appeals to

the gentry, and, through “the friends of the sufferers,” to the au.

thorities, and as yet without gaining any sympathy or assistance-

However, we wait with some anxiety for the serpiel, to see how the

whole matter will be closed. Their excellencies, Kiying and Hw^ng,
liave the means of ascertaining “ who are in the right and who are

in the wrong,” and we expect, and all the nations here representeil

expect, that “ the principles of justice will be maintained.” The
<’ise is a grave one. Blood has been shed. Human lives have been

lust. And impartial investigation ought to be made. The public

executioner is not a murderer, nor is he who defends himself aga-

inst the violent assault of incendiaries, however dire be the calamity

that may recoils upon their own heads.

THE I’lHUTEEX FACTORIES,

or zi fr shill Siin Icing.

'['he diagram, on the opposite page, will afford those who have not visited

('anion, some idea of the position and plan of the “Thirteen Factories,” Shih

sin hang (or Shii/t s.m hong). By a relerence to the XIV volume of the

Ke|)ository, the matun'r of numbering them, so as to make out “ thirteen,"

Will be seen. The two gardens form “ part and parcel ” of tlie premises assign-

ed to and occupied bv foreigners, and, thomrh verv small, are their only safe

pron.enadi's, no house baviifg one pf ils up n '{'he Creek,—on the east of
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the factories—separates tlipiii from several of the large pack or vvare-hiuises

of the old hong-inerchants, in one of which is the British consulate—and runs
north parallel with the western wall of the city. The Thirteen-factory street,

running east and west on the north of the factories, is a great thorough-fare ;

eastward, after passing over the Creek, it leads on to Carpenters’ Square, to

the British consulate, and to the city gates and the Imperial landing place in

front of the city. There are two small custom-house stations within the
lines of the factories, one at the mouth of the Creek, and one at the end of
Hog Lane, on the corner of the American Garden : also three police stations ;

one in Hog Lane, near the landing place; one in Old China street, near the
American factory

;
and one in the Danish street, or Teh-king kcii, south side,

near the landing place. Beyond LwSn-hing street and the Thirteen-factory
street on the west and north, for miles are densely populated suburbs. On
the west side of Hog Lane and on both sides of Old and New China streets

are lines of Chinese shops. The north ends of several of the factories, (in-

deed of all e.vcepting the New English) are also occupied by Chinese shops,

the foreigners, however, having narrow passages through them into the street.

The Consoo-house is situated on the north side of the Thirteen-factory street

at the head of Old China St. The principal scene of the riot was in Old
China St. and in front of Mingkwa’s hong.
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Art. VII. J^ing P<tu or Peking Gazette;^: with extracts and
notices from Number Seventeen March \^th to Number Thirty-
second April 19M, 1846.

No. 17.

March 19ih and 20th. Teh-shun, |j|^, has been appointed

in the place of Yih-tsun, to superintend the public works

at Sidu-kiu, /h /L-
This number contains two very long reports from Ndrkingdh,

^ the governor-general of Chihli — one reporting a

case of murder and the other relating to delinquencies in collecting

the revenue.

No. 18.

March 21.st and 22d. This is chiefly filled with documents having

reference to the army and revenue. These documents are fropj Liu

yenko and Ho Changling.

IJIo. 19 -

March 23d and 24th. This number opens with a list of promo-
tions, and closes with documents concerning the gabel and land-tax.

No. 20.

March 25fh an<^ 29th. Ip addition to the usual announcement
pS appoiptrpents, we have here three loug documents— one concern-

ijng robbers, one a case of rpurder, and the third regarding the storing

of graip for the public service. We wish that some of our neighbors,

.who have ability and leijsure, w'ouJd furnish our pages with full and

accurate accounts of the “Corn laws” of China and all that apper-

.tains to the management of the public granaries, together with the

traffic in grain generally throughout the empire. More grain is con-

sumed here than in any other Jhingdom or empire in the world, and
it would be interesting to know how .*1 is all produced and made
feady for the consunjers. Besides tl^e quantities consumed as food, a

.very large nmopat of grain i? converted into ardent spirits by distil-

jleries, by aprocess quite like that which obtains in the west, and

for identically the same purposes.

No. 21.

March 27th and 28th. His excellency Narkingah, reports a

.case similar to that which occurred in Canton last winter, when the

office of the prefect was demolished by the populace of the provincial

city. He says the wicked people, iii assembled multitudes, attacked

the office of the magistrate of Nariloh. The emperor directs that all

these disturbers of the public peace be seized and punished accord-

ing to the laws, withoqt allotying an individual to escape.

We have also a case of murder and a case of suicide, the latter

occasioned by acts of oppression on the part of inferior officers.

No. 22.

March 29th and 30th. Several ca.ses of murder arc reported in this
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niiii)ber, and in one instance attended with robbery, carrying off cat-

tle, poultry, &.C. This occurred in one of the districts of Nganhwui.

No. 23.

March 31st and April 1st. The emperor has recently conferred the

title of hwiing kwetfet ^ “ august honorable lady,” on one

of the members as his household, she having reached the GOth year

of her age and being one of the concubines of his father the emperor
Kiaking.

Notices of appointments, promotions, deficits and delays in the

collection of the revenue, tardiness in the transportation and deli-

very of metal for the national currency, fill up the remainder

of this number. Lin Tsehsii appears among the memorialists.

No. 24.

April 2d and 3d. It would seem from incidental facts given in

this, and in other numbers of the Gazettes, that all the offices in

the district of Tinghai (Chusan), have been regularly filled by the

Chinese government, during the time the island has been in the

hands of British officers. We had supposed these appointments

were merely nominal. But it now appears otherwise, as one of the

naval officers has been degraded for the non-performance of his

duty in the suppression of piracy on the high seas, off the coast of

Chehkiang.

N^o. 25.

April 4th and 5th. I'his gives a report regarding some musical

instrument, images and sacred books belonging to the Budhists in

Chihar, which, having been lost, or left out of their proper places,

have now been restored to their rightful proprietors.'

No. 26.

April 6th and 7th. In this number there is a document which
indirectly affords strong evidence in favor of the correctness of the

Chinese census, the docuinent’ showing tlie interest each fanj.ily has

in having all its members recorded in the public register. The Ga-
zettes are often very valuable in tlie indirect evidence which the'y

afford. Indeed to speak straight on, telling only the simple ttutli,

is what the emperor say's his servants, the officers of the govern'me'nt,^

never do, or will not; cannot do. 'I'his habit' seeihs not to be confined

to officers, but it is a marked feature in the conduct of the (>eople,

It is a national characteristic'.

No. 27.
,

i . .

April 8lh and 9th. The appropriate Board has received the com-
mands of the emperor to make the necessary arran'gement forgiv-

ing due honor to the recently promoted,” august, honorable lady,

hwang kiv'ei fid.

Most of our readers will remember Yikkiitg, one of the

valiant heroes of Canton, who for his subsequent inability to defend'

Ch ipu against the r/Vig-si^ was degraded and sent to the

cold country. A document has been submitted to the emperor, pro-
posing his restoration to honor.
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Further particulars, regarding the attack made by the wicked peo-

ple of Chilhi on one of their magistrates is given in this number.
Two lives were lost and several persons were wounded. Twelve of

the assailants were made prisoners and have been brought to trial.

No. 28.

April 10th and 11th. The currency and the army are the chief

objects of interest in this number. There must be deep and sore

evils to lead to such constant and bitter complaints, as we find in

the Gazettes.

No. 29.

April 12th and 13th. His majesty has been pleased to confer

upon his two aged and honorable cabinet ministers Muchfuigah and

Pwan Shingan, and to permit them to wear, hwdng md kwd

a sort of riding jacket, as a badge or mark of a imperial favor.

Puyentai, one of the imperial ministers in Fli having sent a be-

autiful horse to his master; and the monarch having mounted and
found the animal “very good;” an edict was forthwith issued in

Manchu, conferring on the horse (not on the donor!) the name of

Kill yun Liv, the “ Lucky-cloud Courser.”

Nos. 30, 31, 32.

April 14th to 19th. These three numbers are filled with details

of petty thefts and other malversations, notices of little presents from

the eitiperor to the kee|)ers of his gardens, a note of thanks from

Pw.in Shingan for his “yellow makwa,” &c., &.c. The “Moham-
medan barbarians,” on the western frontiers of the empire, are as

troublesome as the barbarians on the east. Indeed, the latter are

seldom mentioned of late, whereas the former are noticed every

month and sometimes every week, in the Gazettes.

Art. VIII. Journal of Occurreners : triennial examinations in

the eighteen provinres ; restoration of Chtisan ; colonial church,

at Hongkong
,

relief for destitute foreigners, opium farm ;

typhoon in the Chinese seas; affairs in Canton, an attack.

The triennial examination for the degree of Iril jin (or A. M.) will be held

the coming autumn; imperial examiners have been appointed for all the pro-

vinces, and the necessary preparations are being made.
Chusati has been restored to the emperor, and the British troops withdrawn.

H. E. governor f)avis sailed on the 2d instant, for the northern ports, and it is

supposed he may also visit Japan.

Tenders are out for preparing a site for the “ Colonial church ” in Ilonirkong.

A society has been organised there for the relief of sick and destitute fo-

reigners. The lease of the opium farm for the coming year has been sold at

auction at ,'};1.5n0 per month. The newspapers there give details of a severe

typhoon that occured late in June : these shall appear in our next.

Here and in the vicinity of the provincial city aliairs remain in. statu quo.

Quiet has been maintained about the factories, but a very bad spirit is abroad,

of which there was a fearful exhibition on Saturday the 2.oth, in an attack

Upon a small party of foreigners in llonam.
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